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ABSTRACT

MULTISCALE VARIABILITY ASSOCIATED WITH THE INTRASEASONAL

OSCILLATION OVER THE WESTERN PACIFIC WARM POOL

A 4-dimensional gridded dataset is generated based on sounding data collected during

the Tropical Ocean Global Atmosphere (TOGA) Coupled Ocean Atmosphere Response Ex

periment (COARE) over the tropical western Pacific. Along with surface and satellite data,

we document mean and transient behavior of the atmosphere, and investigate multiscale

variability associated with the Intraseasonal Oscillation (ISO) over the Pacific warm pool.

In particular, the behavior of the atmosphere and the response of the ocean surface before,

during, and after the passages of westerly wind bursts are quantitatively examined.

Three prominent westerly wind bursts occurred over the Intensive Flux Array (IFA)

during the four-month Intensive Observing Period in association with the ISOs. Heavy

precipitation usually fell 1 to 3 weeks prior to the peak westerly wind bursts. Subsid

ence dominated when the westerly winds prevailed. The tropospheric vertical wind shear

associated with tropical low-frequency oscillations strongly modulated convective heating

and moistening. SSTs reached their maximum during the undisturbed phase of the ISOs,

gradually decreased as convection intensified, and reached their minimum during the peri

ods of peak westerly winds when deep convection was generally suppressed over the IFA.

A descriptive model of the kinematic and thermodynamic characteristics of a westerly wind

burst is proposed. Evidence has been found against certain popular ISO theories.

The vertical distributions of heating and moistening at different phases of the ISO are

determined for different areas within the warm pool, with specific attention to the periods of

westerly wind bursts. They agree very well with observations from surface, Doppler radar
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and satellites. Large-scale rainfall rates are calculated from the moisture budget and surface

observations, and are compared with remote sensing and operational model forecasts. Some

deficiencies of remote sensing and model forecasts are pointed out.

There are striking differences between long-term mean profiles along the equator and

those in the ITCZ bands, suggesting great care should be exercised in generalizing diver

gence, vertical motion, heating, and moistening profiles from one region to another over the

western Pacific warm pool.

Cloud spectral model results indicate that the western Pacific warm pool boundary layer

outside the ITCZ frequently develops tradewind-like characteristics with abundant shallow

cumulus during suppressed and undisturbed periods. These episodic trade-like regimes

are prominent enough to impact the seasonal distributions of boundary-layer heating and

moistening.

Xin Lin
Department of Atmospheric Science
Colorado State University
Fort Collins, Colorado 80523
Spring 1997
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

Tropical convection, especially over the western Pacific warm pool, plays a significant

role in global redistribution of heat, moisture, and momentum. This region is characterized

not only by the warmest sea surface in the open oceans, but also by the largest annual

rainfall and latent heat release in the atmosphere (Webster and Lukas 1992), implying a

strong coupling between the ocean and atmosphere. Latent heat released by condensation

of water vapor in the tropical atmosphere and surface heat fluxes from the tropical ocean

have been considered to act as major heat sources for the global circulation (e.g., Riehl

1954; Riehl and Malkus 1958; Emanuel et al. 1994).

Among the broad temporal and spatial scales of tropical oscillation, the most prominent

large-scale feature is the 30-60 day eastward propagating oscillation (hereafter referred to as

the intraseasonal oscillation or ISO), which was first detected by Madden and Julian (1971)

in the zonal wind and surface pressure in the tropical Pacific. While this oscillation is

evident in circulation fields throughout the tropics (Madden and Julian 1972; Knutson and

Weickmann 1987), its signature in convection is generally limited to the eastern Indian and

western Pacific Oceans (Madden and Julian 1972, 1994). Strong low-level westerlies usually

appear near the equator following the convectively active phase of this oscillation (e.g., Lau

et al. 1989; Sui and-Lau 1992; Madden and Julian 1994). These anomalous winds, referred

to as westerly wind bursts (Luther et al. 1983; Nitta and Motoki 1987), can last from a

few days to several weeks, and usually have a large impact on tropical deep convection

and the ocean surface. Although not all westerly wind bursts are associated with the ISO,

there is evidence to suggest that the ISO modulates both the frequency and amplitude of
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higher-frequency convection and westerly burst events (Lau et al. 1989; Gutzler 1991; Sui

and Lau 1992; Hendon and Liebmann 1994).

In recent years, the ISO and westerly wind bursts in the tropical Pacific have received

renewed interest since they may serve as triggering mechanisms to the EI Nino-Southern

Oscillation (ENSO), which can affect both interannual and intraannual variabilities of the

global climate system (Harrison and Schopf 1984; Lau and Chan 1986, 1988). Connections

have also been noted with the Indian and East Asian monsoon (Yasunari 1979; Chang and

Lau 1980, 1982; Krishnamurti and Subrahmanyam 1982; Lau et al. 1983), the Australian

monsoon (Holland 1986; Hendon and Liebmann 1990a, b), tropical storms (Gray 1979), and

weather patterns in middle latitudes (e.g., Lau and Chan 1986; Magana and Yanai 1991).

Nakazawa (1988) using Geostationary Meteorological Satellite (GMS) IR data, showed that

the ISO in the tropical western Pacific is associated with one or more eastward-moving

super cloud clusters, with successive formation of new individual cloud clusters east of the

mature stage cloud clusters. Individual cloud clusters embedded within super cloud clusters

move westward.

Several theories have been proposed to explain the origin and characteristics of the

ISO: wave-CISK (e.g., Chang 1977; Lau and Peng 1987; Chang and Lim 1988; Wang

1988a), forcing-response (e.g., Yamagata and Hayashi 1984; Hu and Randall 1994), Wind

Induced Surface Heat Exchange (WISHE) (Emanuel 1987; Neelin et al. ·1987; Yano and

Emanuel 1991) (see the review by Hayashi and Golder 1993), and feedback between local

SST gradient and convection (Flatau et al. 1997). However, most of these ideas have not

been tested and proven by observations, and many remain unexplored due to insufficient

surface and upper air records over the tropical western Pacific, particularly over open oceans.

Outgoi~g long wave radiation (OLR) data are not able to provide the basic kinematic

and thermodynamic features, which are essential to understanding the dynamics of the

ISO. Its relationship with surface rainfall rates and vertical heating profiles is still not

well understood. Model output analyses, although they can provide high temporal and

spatial resolution datasets, are sensitive to different physical parameterization schemes (e.g.,

Emanuel 1988; Chao and Lin 1994) and assimilation constraints.
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Determination of convective heating and moistening is essential to studies on tropical

oscillations at various scales. Modeling studies have suggested that the short-term changes

in climate and the variability of global circulations are very sensitive to the details of the

vertical heating profiles from convection and low-level heating from boundary-layer pro

cesses (Hartmann et al. 1984; Lau and Peng 1987). However, the knowledge of tropical

vertical heating and moistening distributions, mesoscale and cloud-scale processes, and

precipitation is very limited except for several well-instrumented and short-duration field

experiments such as GARP Atlantic Tropical Experiment of 1974 (GATE) and Equatorial

Mesoscale Experiment (EMEX) of 1987. In the western Pacific, several heat and moisture

budget studies have been undertaken near the Marshall Islands (Reed and Recker 1971;

Nitta 1972; Yanai et aI. 1973); however, this region is centered off the equator (5 - lOON)

and we do not know if these results can be extended to the equatorial warm pool. Also,

little is known about the primary heating and moistening distributions in the western Pa

cific warm pool that occur in connection with the ISOs (Nakazawa 1988; Lau et al. 1989).

The importance of the feedback between the ocean surface and the tropical low-frequency

oscillations is still mysterious. Several modeling studies of the 30-60-day oscillation have

illustrated that their propagation speeds are very sensitive to the vertical distribution of

heating (Lau and Peng 1987; Chang and Lim 1988) and zonal SST gradients '(Flatau et al.

1997).

The western Pacific is a region of net fresh-water input into the ocean (Lukas 1990;

Webster and Lukas 1992). Mass and buoyancy fluxes can significantly affect the dynamics

and thermodynamics of the ocean's mixed layer (Ostapoff et al. 1973; Miller 1976), and

direct thermal effects associated with precipitation may act as a negative feedback on con

vection (Greenhut 1978). The distribution of precipitation and evaporation over the warm

pool has long been subject to considerable uncertainty due to sparse traditional land-based

gauge measurements and shipboard estimates, and possible unrepresentative observations

(Legates and Willmott 1990). One of the most important objectives of meteorological

satellites is to monitor climate change and estimate energy transport by accurately determ

ining surface rainfall using remote sensing devices. Furthermore, general circulation models
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require accurate rainfall information over tropical oceans to improve their cumulus para

meterizations. Several methods using satellite data have been developed to estimate tropical

rainfall rates (Spencer 1986; Arkin and Meisner 1987). To fulfill these objectives requires

comparing satellite estimates to surface and budget-derived determinations.

The November 1992 - February 1993 TOGA COARE (Tropical Ocean Global Atmo

sphere/Coupled Ocean-Atmosphere Response Experiment) (Webster and Lukas 1992) was

designed to improve understanding of the role of the western Pacific warm pool in the mean

and transient state of the tropical ocean/atmosphere system. Various meteorological and

oceanographic observations were taken in order to describe and understand the principal

processes responsible for the coupling of the ocean and the atmosphere in the warm pool

system. A sounding network enabled determination of the four-dimensional structure of at

mospheric heating and moistening and budget-derived rainfall distribution. Surface fluxes

were measured over the warm pool over a wide range of scales using a variety of platforms

from the microscale (e.g., ships and aircrafts) to the mesoscale (with aircraft and radars)

to the large scale (using satellite and sounding data). Several westerly wind bursts oc

curred over the TOGA COARE domain during the four-month Intensive Observing Period

(lOP) providing a unique opportunity to investigate the mean and transient behavior and

horizontal variability of the atmosphere and the ocean over the warm, pool.

Given that the western Pacific warm pool is a focal point for deep convection as well as

the highest amplitude of tropical intraseasonal variability, including westerly wind bursts,

the objective of this study has been to (1) document the basic kinematic and thermodynamic

features of the atmosphere and its convective variability over the period of TOGA COARE,

in particular, the interactions among the ISOs, convection and surface fluxes; (2) determine

heating, moistening, evaporation, and rainfall distribution over the western Pacific pool;

(3) study different cloud population and oceanic response under disturbed and undisturbed

weather conditions. In particular, several questions are investigated:

• How do convection, surface heat and radiative fluxes, and SSTs evolve before, during

and after the passage of an ISO-related westerly wind burst? Are they similar to

those predicted by some ISO theories? This information has never been documented
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in tropical oceans, and will be very essential for cloud-resolving and single column

modeling and theoretical studies.

• What are the representative heating and moistening profiles over the western Pacific

warm pool? How well do remote sensing rainfall estimations compare with budget

type determination a.nd operational model forecasts?

• What controls the population of shallow and deep convection under disturbed and

undisturbed weather conditions? What are the diurnal variabilities of the atmosphere

and ocean surface under the clear-sky, light-wind and cloudy-sky, strong-wind condi

tions?



Chapter 2

BACKGROUND

2.1 Studies on the Intraseasonal Oscillations

2.1.1 Overview of observational studies

In the 1960s and 1970s, although there was a general lack of surface and upper air data

over tropical oceans, both theoretical and observational studies on tropical waves made con

siderable progress. Almost at the same time that Matsuno (1966) published his pioneering

theoretical work on classification of tropical waves, Yanai and Maruyama (1966) discovered

the mixed Rossby-gravity wave. Later Wallace and Kousky (1968), using spectrum analysis

methods, identified Kelvin waves in the lower stratosphere.

Madden and Julian (1971) applied spectral and cross-spectral analysis methods to ana

lyze nearly ten years of daily rawinsonde data from Canton Island. A prominent 40-50 day

oscillation was detected in the zonal wind and surface pressure in the tropical Pacific. They

found that the oscillation in the lower tropospheric zonal wind is in phase with surface

pressure oscillation, and out of phase with the upper tropospheric zonal wind. Low surface

pressures were usually associated with strong 850 hPa easterlies and high surface pres

sures associated with weak 850 hPa easterlies or westerlies. The tropospheric temperatures

exhibited a similar peak and were found to be highly coherent with the surface pressure

oscillation. However, no signs of the oscillation were evident in the mixing ratio data at 850

hPa and the meridional wind component.

Madden and Julian (1972) extended their work to more stations and meteorological

variables to investigate the spatial extent of the low-frequency oscillation. Their cross

spectral analysis suggests that the oscillation is of global scale but restricted to the tropics.
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It features a baroclinic vertical structure and a wavenumber one wave propagation. The

lower tropospheric oscillation is confined to the tropical Pacific and Indian Oceans while

that of the upper troposphere can affect the entire circumference of the globe. Figure 2.1 is a

schematic taken from Madden and Julian (1972) which approximately depicts the time and

space evolution of a disturbance associated with the ISO. The ISO-related disturbance can

be seen as an eastward movement of large-scale circulation cells oriented in the equatorial

plane. It usually originates in the eastern Indian Ocean (near 800 E), gradually moves across

the maritime continent and into the western Pacific Ocean, and then weakens and dissipates

as it continues to propagate eastward to the central and eastern Pacific. It was speculated

by Madden and Julian (1972) that these zonally propagating 30-60 day oscillations might

be equatorial Kelvin waves.

Following Madden and Julian's discovery, many observational and diagnostic studies

have been undertaken to describe the general features of the ISO and its possible relationship

with other phenomena, in particular: the initialization mechanism of the ISOs, the global

extent of the ISOs, the propagating features of the ISOs, and the ISO-related multiscale

variabilities in the atmosphere and the ocean.

Since the ISOs are usually observed to originate in the tropical Indian Ocean, there is

a strong possibility that they are closely related with the monsoonal convection which is

resulted from the unique large land-sea contrast in this region. Yasunari (1979) was among

the first to directly relate eastward propagation of the ISO disturbance along the equator

to the northward propagating cloud bands during the Indian summer monsoon. Based on

satellite cloud data, he found that the northward movement of monsoonal clouds was ini

tiated by eastward-propagating low-frequency disturbances developing over the equatorial

Indian Ocean. These northward-propagating bands also have a prominent spectral peak

at 30-60 day period. The active and break phases of the monsoon could be related to the

fluctuation of this period range. Several later studies on monsoonal cloud bands, precipita

tion, and 850 hPa wind anomalies (Yasunari 1980, 1981; Krishnamurti and Subrahmanyam

1982; Murakami 1983; Lau and Chan 1986; Knutson et al. 1986; Hartmann and Michelson

1989) confirmed the relevance of the ISOs to the northward propagation of the break-active

phases of Indian monsoon.
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Is it possible that the active and break phases of Indian monsoon provoke the low

frequency oscillation? Wang and Rui (1990) investigated synoptic climatology of transient

tropical intraseasonal convection anomalies from 1975 to 1985. They identified 122 events

during this period and classified them into three categories: eastward (77), independent

northward (27), and westward (18) propagation. They found that the eastward propagation

occurs more frequently in boreal winter than in summer, while the independent northward

propagation, which is not associated with equatorial eastward propagation, occurs in boreal

summer from May to October. Furthermore, Wang and Rui (1990) noticed that a majority

of strong events occur during boreal winter from November to April, whereas weak events

most frequently occur from May to August. Similar seasonally variational features have also

been noticed by Madden (1986) and Gutzler and Madden (1989). This evidence appears

to imply that the Indian summer monsoon might not initiate the ISOs in the equatorial

Indian Ocean. Rather, the break and active phases of Indian summer monsoon are heavily

modulated by the low-frequency oscillation. Several GeM studies (Hayashi and Sumi 1986;

Hayashi and Golder 1986) with ocean-covered earth have suggested that the intraseasonal

oscillations could be simulated in a model without land-sea interactions. These modeling

results support Wang and Rui (1990)'s finding and exclude the Indian Ocean monsoonal

convection as a major mechanism for initializing the tropical low-frequency oscillation.

Although some composite analyses (e.g., Rui and Wang 1990) have shown some in

traseasonal convective anomalies over equatorial Africa during early developing phase of

the ISOs, there has been no solid evidence indicating that the ISOs can originate over

equatorial Africa, and composite methods are not well suited to identified the source re

gions. Yasunari (1981) and Murakami (1987) noted that occurrence of strong cold surges

from southern midlatitude Indian Ocean usually accompany the eastward propagation of

the ISO-related disturbances. They hypothesized that the origin of clouds over equatorial

Indian Ocean could be related to these midlatitude cold-air outbreaks. To date, however,

where the IS0s are preferentially initiated and how they are initiated still remain as a

mystery.

Operational model analyses and outgoing longwave radiation (OLR) data have been

extensively used to describe the global-scale aspects and the propagation features of the ISO
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and related tropical deep convection. Lorenc (1984) studied the large-scale divergence and

mean velocity potential fields during the First GARP Global Experiment (FGGE) year. His

work based on model assimilated analyses clearly described an eastward propagating wave

in the upper-level divergence field with zonal wavenumber one and period of 30-60 days,

which was deduced indirectly from sounding data by Madden and Julian (1971, 1972). By

analyzing ten years of OLR and eight years of 250 hPa circulation data. Weickmann et al.

(1985) statistically investigated evidence for links between the intraseasonal fluctuations of

tropical OLR and the global 250 hPa streamfunction. They found that the strongest OLR

fluctuations at intraseasonal periods are located from the equator to 15°8 and extended

from 60° to 1600 E and in the vicinity of the South Pacific Convergence Zone (SPCZ).

By applying empirical orthogonal function analysis, Lau and Chan (1986) noticed that

the most dominant mode of the intraseasonal variability of tropical convection consists

of an east-west oriented 30-60 day dipole that propagates eastward at a speed of 4 - 5

m s-l. An inverse relationship can be observed between OLR time series over these two

dipole centers. Extratropical OLR anomalies evolved coherently with the 40-60 day tropical

oscillation. Based on the evidence that the 1982-1983 ENSO event appeared to have been

preceded by an outburst of 40-50 day wave activity originating from the Indian Ocean, they

hypothesized that the 40-50 day oscillation may have acted as a trigger to the ENSO event,

thus relating the sub-seasonal variability in the Tropics to global climate changes.

Knutson and Weickmann (1987) examined the composited life cycles of the 30-60 day

oscillation using NMC global wind analyses and OLR data. They found that convection an

omalies are smaller over tropical Africa and South America than over the Indian and western

Pacific oceans. Anomalies of OLR are nearly negligible over cooler tropical sea surface. Rui

and Wang (1990) composited intraseasonalOLR anomalies for 36 cases, and documented

the development and dynamic structure of tropical 30-60 day oscillation. The intraseasonal

convection anomalies were shown to have a four-stage development process: initiation over

equatorial Africa, rapid intensification when passing through the Indian Ocean, mature

evolution characterized by weakening in the maritime continent and redevelopment over the

western Pacific, and dissipating after passing the date line.
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Since high-resolution satellite IR data became available, considerable attention has been

switched to the fine structure of the ISOs. During the active phase of intraseasonal vari

ations, Nakazawa (1986, 1988, 1995), using 3-hourly GMS IR data, found that there exists

a hierarchic structure of convective activities in the tropical western Pacific: planetary scale

ISO, eastward moving synoptic scale super cluster, and westward moving meso-scale cloud

cluster. Table 2.1 lists the spatial and temporal scales of hierarchic structure of ISO (taken

from Nakazawa 1988). He defined a super cluster as an ensemble of cloud clusters with a

horizontal scale of several thousand kilometers. Each envelope of ISO disturbance consists

of several super clusters. Super clusters generally move eastward along the equator at a

phase speed of 10-15 m S-l. Figure 2.2 is a schematic diagram for the hierarchy of in

traseasonal variability (taken from Nakazawa 1988). Each individual cloud cluster, having

a horizontal scale ofseveral hundred kilometers and a time scale of 1-2 days, usually moves

westward. Nakazawa (1988) found that cloud clusters within a super cluster usually ex

hibit different life phases, and super clusters move eastward by successive formation of new

cloud clusters east of the mature-stage cloud clusters. Takayabu (1994, 1996) and Haertel

and Johnson (1997) further investigated 2-day disturbances embedded within super cloud

clusters. They found that the disturbance's cloud pattern and its propagation resembled an

n=l inertia-gravity wave. Hendon and Liebmann (1994) speculated that these 2~day dis-

turbances were either long-lived squall lines or cloud clusters that were advected westward

by mean tropospheric easterlies. They suggested that these disturbances did not play an

active role in the evolution of the ISOs, but responded to the large-forcing of the ISGs.

IPhase Direction ~Time ScaleHorizontal Scale

ISV zonal wavenumber 1 30-60 days eastward
Super cluster several 1000 km less than 10 days eastward
Cloud cluster several 100 km 1-2 days westward

~ Hierarchy

Table 2.1: Spatial and temporal scales of hierarchic structure of ISOs (taken from Nakazawa
1988).

The satellite observations of fine structure of the 30-60 day oscillation represented a

significant achievement in studies on intraseasonal variabilities, and led to many modeling
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studies to simulate and explain the eastward moving super cloud clusters and westward

moving cloud clusters (e.g., Lau et al. 1989; Chao and Lin 1994).

Multiscale variabilities of the atmosphere and the ocean associated with the in

traseasonal oscillation have not been well documented over the tropical western Pacific,

especially with regard to the phase relationship among the ISO-related deep convection,

surface fluxes, SST, and maximum westerlies. Chu and Frederick (1990) examined rela

tionship between westerly wind bursts and surface heat fluxes in a case study. They found

that the major axis of the surface divergence was located on the west of maximum westerlies

throughout the burst period, while the region of maximum surface convergence was on the

eastern terminus of the burst. The transfer of latent heat fluxes was noticed to increase

markedly from the pre-burst to the burst period. Sui and Lau (1992) studied the multiscale

nature in connection with the ISOs over the tropical western Pacific. They found that the

ISOs and westerly wind bursts not only strongly modulated the onset of Australian summer

monsoon, as found by Murakami et al. (1986) and Hendon and Liebmann (1990a), but also

exerted a strong control of high-frequency disturbances and diurnal cycle. An inverse rela

tionship between diurnal cycle and intraseasonal disturbances was found over the maritime

continent: the diurnal cycle is most active during the periods when the ISOs are absent and

is much suppressed during the passage of the ISOs.

Zhang (1996), using data from TOGA TAO buoys, satellite, and ECMWF wind ana

lysis, studied surface intraseasonal fluctuations and their relationships to the ISOs in the

troposphere above the boundary layer. He found that positive anomalies of atmospheric

deep convection associated with the ISO tended to occur in regimes of surface westerly

perturbations, and the intraseasonal variations at the surface may play active roles in the

ISO above the boundary layer. A near-quadrature relation was noted to exist between

SST and atmospheric deep convection with maximum convection coinciding with the most

rapid decrease in SST. Positive anomalies of surface turbulent heat fluxes and surface wind

convergence slightly lead the positive anomalies of convection and wind speed.

Chen et aI. (1996), mainly based on satellite data and operational model analyses,

investigated multiscale variability of deep convection in relation to large-scale circulation in
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TOGA COARE. They found that the SST had an intraseasonal signal in lagged quadrature

with the cold cloudiness and rainfall in COARE, and the strongest westerlies tended to be

located between synoptic-scale cyclonic gyres on both sides of the equator.

2.1.2 Overview of theoretical and simple modeling studies

The observational and diagnostic studies provided much insight into the general fea

tures of the ISO. However, many questions remain unanswered, e.g. why and how does

the ISO originate over the Indian Ocean? By what mechanism does it propagate eastward?

What is its relationship to other tropical phenomena? Many theories have been proposed

to explain the origin and characteristics of the 30-60 day oscillation (see the review by Hay

ashi and Golder 1993). Three categories of theories can be classified, which we will briefly

elaborate in the following sections.

Kelvin waves and wave-CISK theories

Observations (Madden and Julian 1971; Parker 1973) show that the waves associated

with the 30-60 day oscillation have some similar features as the equatorial trapped Kelvin

waves: (1) signals of the 30-60 day oscillation are confined to the tropics with maximum

amplitude along the equator; (2) the 30-60 day waves generally propagate eastward and

upper-level features tend to circulate around the globe; (3) the role of the meridional com

ponent is negligible.

On the other hand, there has been a primary difficulty to reconcile the observed slow

phase speed and large vertical wavelength of the ISGs based on the traditional Kelvin

wave theory. Observed 30-60 day waves usually have a Doppler-shifted phase speed of

10-15 m s-l or even less. With such slow phase speeds, the classical p-plane wave theory

(Matsuno, 1966) and the wave-CISK (Conditional Instability of the Second Kind) theory

(Hayashi 1970; Lindzen 1974) would predict a vertical wavelength of 8 f"V 9 km. This is in

contrast to the observed vertical wavelength of the ISGs (15 - 30 km) which can influence
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the entire troposphere, and middle and low stratosphere. In other words, the observed

vertical wavelength suggests a phase speed twice as fast as the observed phase speed.

As an early attempt to solve this discrepancy, Chang (1977) included a simple damping

term to take into account the effect of strong viscosity due to cumulus momentum transport

in the previous inviscid equatorial wave theory. He found that two types of dispersive

relationships could result for the forced Kelvin waves: the one with the viscous damping time

scale has slower zonal phase speed, and can be used to explain slow eastward propagation

of the 30-60 day oscillation.

The basic idea of the wave-CISK theories (e.g., Chang 1977, Lau and Peng 1987, Chao

1987, Chang and Lim 1988, Wang 1988a) is that the 3D-60 day oscillation maintains itself

and propagates eastward by interaction and feedback between the waves and the cumulus

heating. However, the eastward phase speed predicted by the wave-CISK theory (Hayashi

1970, Lindzen 1974) is much faster than observed, even when the mean background flow

and dissipation are taken into account (Chang 1977, Lim and Chang 1983). In order to

have similar speed to observations, the wave-CISK theories have been modified to allow

only positive heating due to condensation (e.g., Lau and Peng 1987; Hendon 1988), and the

height of the heating peak has to be lowered to the low troposphere (Takahashi 1987, Lau

et al., 1989), which is in conflict with the observations. Many observational studies over

tropical western Pacific (e.g., Reed and Recker 1971; Yanai et aI. 1973; Lin and Johnson

1996a) have indicated that climatological mean height of the convective heating peak is

located between 500 and 350 hPa. Scale selection is another unsolved problem of the wave

CISK theory especially for linear models since the smallest scale has the greatest growth

rate, contrary to those observed. Wang (1988a) and Wang and Chen (1989) investigated

the role of the boundary-layer friction-induced moisture convergence in the selection of

preferred wavenumber one waves and development of vertical structure. They found that

the boundary layer convergence plays an important role in spatial scale selection: it not only

suppresses unbounded growth of short waves, but also couples barotropic and baroclinic

components in such a way that the generation of wave available potential energy is most

efficient for planetary scales. However their conclusions have not been tested in a more

complex dynamic framework such as GCMs or detailed observations.
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In summary, the Kelvin wave-CISK theories have been struggling to explain two

primary features of the intraseasonal oscillation: (1) slow phase speed and deep vertical

structure; and (2) scale selection. No generalized wave-CISK theories have been satisfact

orily proposed, and many existing theories are sensitive to many parameterized coefficients.

The forcing-response theories

The forcing-response theories (e.g., Yamagata and Hayashi 1984, Hayashi and

Miyahara 1987, Salby and Garcia 1987, Garcia and Salby 1987, Anderson and Stevens

1987, Hu and Randall 1994) represent another group of theories of the 3D-60 day oscil

lation. Waves are forced by a localized, oscillatory tropical heating of low frequency that

does not depend on feedbacks from the large-scale motions to the convection. Many of them

stemed from the general problem of waves forced by prescribed thermal forcing, as studied

by Holton (1972) and Gill (1980). Yamagata and Hayashi (1984) applied a modified linear

response model of Gill (1980) to examine the response of the equatorial troposphere to a

localized heat source pulsating with a 4D-day period. They showed the zonal wind oscillation

in the model consists of a standing wave with a phase jump in the heating region, while its

time phase propagates like traveling waves elsewhere. However, the eastward moving Kelvin

waves and westward moving Rossby waves are of comparable magnitudes, which is in con

flict with observations. Hayashi and Miyahara (1987) further investigated the atmospheric

response to an eastward moving low-frequency heat source using a three dimensional linear

model. The responding zonal wind oscillation was found to have significant components

that propagate eastward around the earth as observed.

Then what might produce the low-frequency oscillating heat source? Webster and Chou

(1980) and Webster (1983) hypothesized that feedbacks-between hydrological processes and

the differential heating between the interactive ocean and continental regimes result in low

frequency variability. Anderson and Stevens (1987) included the advective effects of a

divergent Hadley type basic state in a linear, zonally symmetric model. They found some

slow oscillating modes which have many features in common with the observed 30-60 day

oscillation. Bu and Randall (1994) proposed that the observed low-frequency wave motions
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are the response to forcing by an essentially stationary, self-excited oscillating heat source

that is produced by nonlinear interactions among radiation, cumulus convection, and the

surface fluxes of sensible heat and moisture. Feedback of the large-scale motions on the

latent heating was considered as a side effect.

The WISHE mechanism

Pho.. ProPClgotion
:.

p

Cooling Warming

Eo" -

Figure 2.3: Conceptua.l illustration of the 30-60 day wave as an air-sea interaction instability
(from Emanuel 1987). Anomalously strong easterlies at right give rise to anomalous heat
fluxes from the sea surface; the moist entropy is then rapidly redistributed aloft by con
vection. The resulting temperature anomaly leads the surface convergence by one quarter
cycle, leading to wave growth and eastward propagation.

The WISHE theory (Emanuel 1987, Neelin et al. 1987, Yano and Emanuel 1991,

Numaguti and Hayashi 1991, Emanuel et 301. 1994) has also been proposed as an alternative

of the wave-CISK theory to explain. the maintenance and eastward propagation of the 30-60

day oscillation. Figure 2.3 shows a conceptual illustration of the 30-60 day wave as an air

sea interaction instability (from Emanuel 1987). In this theory, the ISO-related disturbance

will force anomalous low-level easterly (westerly) winds to the east (west) of the convective

anomaly. When these anomalous winds are superimposed on the tropical mean easterly

flow, there will be stronger perturbation easterlies to the east and weaker perturbation
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winds to the west of the anomalous heating. Anomalous warming due to enhanced surface

heat fluxes to the east and anomalous cooling due to diminishing surface heat fluxes to the

west will be favorable for the disturbance to propagate eastward. The eastward propagating

speeds were reasonably predicted by these models, however, scale selection still remains as a

problem since the shortest waves are the most unstable waves, and it is in common to many

linear theories. Yano and Emanuel (1991) were trying to solve the scale selection problem by

coupling the equatorial troposphere with a passive stratosphere, but the proposed resolution

has yet to be tested in global models (Chao and Lin 1994). In addition, Neelin et al. (1987)

showed that the ISO can still occur when the WISHE scheme is suppressed in their model,

indicating that other mechanisms may be active in maintaining the 30-60 day oscillation.

The major criticisms of the WISHE mechanism come from the observational perspect

ive. Wang (1988b) showed that in the equatorial regions ofthe western Pacific and maritime

continent, the monthly mean surface winds tend to be very weak. He pointed out that un

less the mean equatorial easterly flow is of a significant strength, there will be negligible

difference in the surface heat fluxes between easterly and westerly anomalies. Several other

observational studies (Lettau 1974; Oort 1983) also suggested the existence of seasonally

persistent westerly winds in the Indian and western Pacific Oceans. The absence of mean

ingful surface easterlies severely limits WISHE's applicability to observed tropical atmo

sphere (Wang 1988b). Another questionable assumption of the WISHE theory is the roles

of convection and surface heat fluxes, and it has stimulated controversy. Convection is only

treated as a means to rapidly redistribute heat acquired from the sea surface to the free

atmosphere in the WISHE theory, rather than as a heat source. Several essential questions

remain unanswered: What is the phase relationship among ISO-related deep convection,

surface heat fluxes, and SSTs? and, What is the energy source for amplification and phase

propagation of unstable waves?

2.1.3 Overview of GeM studies

Hayashi and Sumi (1986) investigated the possibility of the generation of the ISOs as

a collective motion of cumulus activity in an "aqua planet" GCM. The SST distribution
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was set symmetric about the equator and uniform in the longitudinal direction. Their

model integration exhibited an east-west wavenumber one circulation which resembles the

observed 30-60 day oscillation in the real atmosphere. The vertical baroclinic structure and

eastward propagating super clusters were well simulated, although westward-moving cloud

clusters could not be resolved. Their dry experiment suggested that moist processes are

essential for maintaining the 30 day oscillation. Hayashi and Golder (1986) studied ISOs

appeared in a Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory (GFDL) GCM and FGGE data.

Their results indicated that the intraseasonal oscillations could be simulated in a model

without air-sea interactions and cloud-radiation feedbacks.

Kuma (1994) re-examined the ISO-related tropical disturbances in an aqua-planet

GCM with higher resolutions. Both eastward-propagating super clusters and westward

propagating cloud clusters were simulated. They also noticed that the intraseasonal signals

are much stronger for higher-resolution model integrations.

2.2 Studies on heat and moisture budgets

Deep convection in tropical areas constitutes the major heat source in the global general

circulation. Riehl and Malkus (1958) pointed out that in order to compensate the upper

troposphere heat loss due to radiation and poleward export over the equatorial trough

zone, the most efficient way is to transport heat upward through undiluted ascent in the

cores of large cumulonimbus clouds. To parameterize the collective effect of these subgrid

scale clouds in GCMs and numerical weather prediction models in terms of the prognostic

variables of grid scale, it is essential to statistically understand how cumulus convection

interacts with the large-scale environment.

Effects of cumulus convection on large-scale circulation can be inferred indirectly from

heat and moisture budgets of the large-scale circulation system. Yanai et al. (1973) pro

posed the computational methods for Ql (the apparent heat source) and Q2 (the apparent

moisture sink), which related the unresolvable cumulus scale effect to large scale environ

mental variables. Based on data collected from Marshall Islands region, they found that

the long-term divergence profile over the western Pacific ITCZ zone featured a deep layer
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of convergence up to 350 hPa and a shallow layer of intense divergence aloft, similar to the

results obtained by Reed and Recker (1971) for active cloud clusters. Mean upward motion

dominated the entire troposphere and reached its maximum at 350 hPa. Figure 2.4 (from

Yanai et aI. 1973) shows the time-averaged vertical Ql and Q2 profiles, along with radiative

heating profile given by Dopplick (1979). The Q1 profile indicates a single peak at 475 hPa,

while the Q2 profile shows a double-peak structure. The primary Q2 peak was located at

low levels near 775 hPa, and the secondary peak at 525 hPa. The difference between Ql

and Qz primary peak locations suggests the strength of eddy vertical transport of moist

static energy associated with cumulus convection (Yanai et aI. 1973; Yanai and Johnson

1993).

By combining the large-scale heat and moisture budgets and a bulk model of cloud

ensemble, Yanai et aI. (1973) concluded that "the cloud mass flux exceeds the mean ver

tical mass flux required by the large-scale convergence, thus causing a compensating sinking

motion between active clouds. The large-scale heating of the environmental air is primarily

due to its adiabatic compression in the compensating downward motion. The cooling due

to re-evaporating liquid water detrained from the clouds is also an important factor in the

heat balance of the environment. Counteracting the drying due to the environmental sink

ing motion are the large amounts of water vapor and liquid water which are detrained from

the clouds, especially from the shallow clouds in the lower troposphere, the shallower, non

precipitating cumulus clouds, by their vertical transfer of water vapor, support the growth

of the deep, precipitating cumulus clouds". This idea was aIso proposed by Ooyama (1971),

Arakawa (1972), Gray (1973), and Arakawa and Schubert (1974).

In the past three decades, many observational and diagnostic studies on heat and

moisture budgets have been undertaken. These studies can be roughly divided into two

groups: (1) Analyses of heat and moisture budgets over different parts of the world; and

(2) diagnosis of cumulus effects based on cloud models.

2.2.1 Heat and moisture budget analyses

Since careful examination of vertical and horizontal distributions of Q1 and Q2 will

yield important information on the nature of heating and moistening processes (e.g., Yanai
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Figure 2.4: The mean apparent heat source Ql (solid) and moisture sink Q2 (dashed) (from
Yanai et aL 1973). On the left is the radiative heating profile given by Dopplick (1970).
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et al. 1973; Nitta and Esbensen 1974; Luo and Yanai 1984; Yanai and Johnson 1993),

extensive analyses of heat and moisture budgets have been made over the world under

different large-scale environment: the Atlantic trades (Nitta and Esbensen 1974); synoptic

wave disturbances over the Atlantic ITCZ zone (Thompson et al. 1979); tropical mesoscale

anvil clouds (Johnson 1980; Johnson and Young 1983); the tropical South Pacific (Miller and

Vincent 1987; Pedigo and Vincent 1990); the Tibetan Plateau and adjacent Asian monsoon

regions (Nitta 1983; Luo and Yanai 1984; Johnson et aI. 1993); the Australian monsoon

(Frank and McBride 1989; McBride et al. 1989); and mesoscale convective systems in

central US (Lewis 1975; Ogura and Chen 1977; Kuo and Anthes 1984; Gullus and Johnson

1991).

In the earlier studies, due to temporal and spatial limitations of data, only the collective

heating and moistening effects of many MCSs were evaluated (Reed and Recker 1971; Nitta

1972; Yanai et al. 1973). The time and area-averaged heating profiles showed condensational

heating throughout the troposphere, representing the sum of both convective scale and

mesoscale precipitation components. Later observations, especially from the 1974 GARP

Atlantic Tropical Experiment (GATE), show that deep convection is usually organized into

mesoscale features characterized by groups or bands of convective cloud systems, and these

convective cloud systems can be properly partitioned into convective and stratiform regions

(e.g., Houze 1977; Zipser 1977; Leary and Houze 1979; Johnson 1980; Leary and Houze

1980; Houze and Cheng 1981; Johnson and Young 1983; Gamache and Houze 1982 and

1983; Houze and Rappaport 1984). The degree and character of mesoscale organization

appear to be strongly modulated by the environmental wind shear and stability (Yanai

and Johnson 1993). How to evaluate and parameterize these mesocale features has since

remained as an interesting and important subject in heat and moisture budget studies.

Houze (1982) and Johnson (1984) found that the convective and stratiform regions

have distinctly different contributions to the large-scale latent heat budget (Fig. 2.5). In

the convective region, strong condensation, deposition and freezing resulting from cumulus

updrafts dominate through the full depth of the troposphere and the heating peak is generally

located at middle levels. In the stratiform region, condensation and deposition take place in
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mesoscale updrafts at middle and high levels, evaporation occurs in mesoscale downdrafts at

low levels and melting occurs near the 00 level. The heating profiles usually show a heating

peak at high levels (about 400 hPa) and a cooling peak at low levels (near 700 hPa). Since

rainfall from the stratiform region can make up a significant portion of total rainfall (Cheng

and Houze 1979; Gallus and Johnson 1991; Lin and Johnson 1994), the important role of the

stratiform region must be considered. The total heating depends on contributions from the

convective and stratiform components during the life cycle of mesoscale convective systems.

Although the relationship between the separation of the Ql and lower Q2 peaks and

deep convection has been clarified by a number of budget studies, the cause for the mid

tropospheric drying peak is still under investigation. Johnson (1984) proposed that the

double-peak Q2 structure is a result of the combination of two distinctly different drying

processes. He suggested that the lower peak is a result of cumulus updrafts in the convective

region while the higher one comes from the mesoscale updrafts within anvil clouds. This

hypothesis is supported by the results of Esbensen et al. (1988), Gallus and Johnson (1991),

and Lin and Johnson (1994). Recently, the importance of vertical eddy transport of water

vapor in the Q2 profile has been investigated (Tao and Soong 1986; Dudhia and Moncrieff

1987; Lafore et al. 1988; Chong and Hauser 1990). Dudhia and Moncrieff (1987) and

Lafore et al. (1988) suggested a different interpretation of the double-peak Q2 structure.

Their results showed that the vertical convective eddy transport of water vapor can play

an important role on Q2 profiles and may cause the higher drying peak in the double-peak

structure. Although the exact nature of the mid-tropospheric drying peak of Q2 profiles is

still unclear, it is assumed that the coexistence of the convective and stratiform precipitation

or strong eddy transport of water vapor by deep convection or a combination of both may

result in the structure (Johnson 1992).

2.2.2 Diagnosis of cloud effects

Two simple cloud models have been used to diagnose cumulus effects on the large-scale

environment: (1) the bulk method (Yanai et al. 1973); and (2) the spectral method (Ogura
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and Cho 1973; Cho and Ogura 1974; Nitta 1975). Here, instead of showing all the equations,

we only briefly summarize some features of these two models.

In Yanai et al.'s (1973) bulk model, cumulus clouds are classified according to the

height of their tops and all clouds are assumed to have a common cloud-base height. By

assuming that cumulus cloud detrain only at the levels where they lose buoyancy, cloud mass

flux and other cloud ensemble variables can be obtained by iterating a systems of equations

using input from heat and moisture budgets. It was shown that cloud mass flux exceeded

large-scale mass flux, and the residual mass flux was downward. Very large detrainment

can be observed at low levels and it was thought to be due to large population of shallow

clouds (Yanai et al. 1973). The limitation of the bulk method is that it does not give explicit

information of the mass spectrum of various cloud types (Yanai and Johnson 1993), and

it is difficult to implement contributions of convective downdraft and mesoscale features.

This omission lead to the overestimation of cumulus mass flux in the lower troposphere

(Johnson 1976; Nitta 1977; Cheng 1989).

The spectral diagnostic model (Ogura and Cho 1973; Nitta 1975) classifies clouds

into subensembles according to their levels of detrainment. Explicit assumptions on the

subensemble mass and moist static energy budget equations based on a plume-type cloud

model are used to uniquely relate the height reached by the clouds to their constant frac

tional rate of entrainment >.. In this cloud model, the mass flux increases exponentially with

height and all the mass detrains at the top of clouds. The fractional rate of entrainment

at each level >'D(p) is first solved by iteration method from large-scale data, and then a

Volterra integral equation ofthe second kind is inverted to obtain mB(>'). Ogura and Cho

(1973) investigated cumulus effect using data collected from Marshall Islands. Their spec

tral model results also showed bimodel distribution of the cloud spectrum as did Yanai et

al. (1973). Nitta (1975) applied the spectral method to investigate the cloud properties and

the manner of interaction between large-scale fields and cumulus convection under strong

trade inversion and disturbed situations.

Yanai et al. (1976) applied the spectral method to the same data they used for the bulk

model (Yanai et al. 1973). Comparison of the results from these two methods indicates
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remarkable agreement. However, the spectral method has many advantages over the bulk

method. As Yanai and Johnson (1993) pointed out, it provides not only the bulk properties

of the total cloud ensemble, but also the spectrum of cloud-base mass flux mB(A). This

feature makes it easy to implement convective downdrafts(e.g., Johnson 1976; Nitta 1977;

Cheng 1989) and mesoscale features (e.g., Cheng and Yanai 1989).

2.3 Summary

Since the discovery of the intraseasonal oscillation, the ISO has been identified as an

important tropical phenomenon which can not only interact upscale with seasonal and

annual variabilities, but also heavily modulate smaller-scale phenomena in both tropics and

extratropics. As more observational data from different platforms become available, the

focus on the studies of the ISO has gradually evolved, and can be generally grouped into

five stages based on the data and analysis methods:

(1) The existence of the ISO (e.g., horizontal and vertical structure in the western

Pacific, frequency) based on spectral analyses of sparse soundings (Madden and Julian

1971, 1972; Parker 1973);

(2) Global extent and relevance to other tropical and extratropical phenomena (e.g.,

Yasunari 1979, 1980; Lorenc 1984; Weickmann et al. 1985) based on short-ter,m satellite

cloud data and operational model assimilated analyses;

(3) Propagating features and life cycles of the ISOs based on composite studies of long

term satellite data and operational model assimilated analyses (e.g., Knutson and Weick

mann 1987; Rui and Wang 1990; Hendon and Liebmann 1994);

(4) Fine structure ofthe ISO based on high-resolution satellite IR data (e.g., Nakazawa

1986 1988);

(5) Multiscale interactions (e.g., diurnal variations modulated by the ISOs, phase re

lationships of different kinematic and thermodynamic features before, during and after the

passage of an ISO).

In recent years, multiscale variabilities of the atmosphere and the ocean embedded

within the ISOs have received much attention. However, most studies on this subject (in

cluding many other subjects) mainly based on satellite observations and operational model
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analyses to investigate phase relationships among different kinematic and thermodynamic

features. Although satellite cold cloud data have been widely used as an index of deep

convection in the Tropics, extensive non-precipitating cirrus in the upper troposphere can

severely limit the applicability of satellite data. Operational model assimilated analyses are

sensitive to different physical parameterization schemes and assimilation constraints, and

subject to careful comparison with observed atmospheric and oceanic data. There appears

to exist a big gap of information on ISO-modulated convection and air-sea interaction if

only satellite data and model assimilated analyses are relied on.

It is our motivation in this study to heavily rely on TOGA COARE atmospheric sound

ing and surface data to investigate multiscale variabilities in connection with the ISOs. Heat

and moisture budget analyses and the cloud spectral models are two important tools to be

used in this study. We hope the current study will not only help to test some existing ISO

theories and stimulate more thoughts on tropical atmosphere, but also provide detailed in

formation on modulation of deep convection by vertical wind shear, horizontal and vertical

distributions of convective heating and moistening, evolution of oceanic surface along with

the passages of westerly wind bursts. This information is essential to cloud-resolving and

single column modeling studies which aim at improving physical parameterization schemes

in ocean-coupled general circulation models. Satellite data and operational model assimil

ated analyses will be used only as supplemental datasets.

Furthermore, this research shares many common goals and interests with NASA's

Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM). NASA is going to launch the TRMM radar

(the first quantitative precipitation radar) into space in the near future. The radar data will

provide the first opportunity to estimate the four-dimensional structure of latent heating in

the tropical atmosphere, and examine the relative contributions of convective and stratiform

precipitation in different parts of the Tropics and in different seasons. To fulfill TRMM's

objective using remote sensing devices, comparison with ground truth validation by surface

and budget-type rain determinations is needed.

Since the topics in this study are quite diverse, we try to present our results in a

relatively independent way. Chapter 3 describes data and analysis methods used in this
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study. Chapter 4 presents the basic kinematic and thermodynamic features and horizontal

variability over the western Pacific warm pool. Chapter 5 discusses heating, moistening,

and rainfall distributions over the western Pacific warm pool. Chapter 6 talks about diurnal

variation in convection under the clear-sky, light-wind and cloudy-sky strong-wind condi

tions. Chapter 7 determines shallow cloud populations and other cloud properties using a

cloud spectral model. Chapter 8 presents a summary of the findings, and addresses some

future work.



Chapter 3

DATA AND ANALYSIS METHODS

3.1 The TOGA COARE field experiment

The Tropical Ocean Global Atmosphere (TOGA) program represented a 10-year effort

(1985 - 1995) to establish the physical basis for the variability of climate on intraseasonal

time scales and forecast the variability (Webster and Lukas 1992). In order to better under

stand the ENSO event and the intraseasonal variability of the coupled atmosphere-ocean

system, the TOGA Coupled Ocean-Atmosphere Response Experiment (TOGA COARE)

was designed to better specify the coupling of the ocean and the atmosphere. As discussed in

Webster and Lukas (1992), the scientific goals of COARE were to describe and understand:

• the principal processes responsible for the coupling of the ocean and the atmosphere

in the western Pacific warm pool system;

• the principal atmospheric processes that organize convection in the warm-pool region;

• the oceanic response to combined buoyancy and wind-stress forcing in the western

Pacific warm-pool region;

• the multiple-scale interactions that extend the oceanic and atmospheric influence of

the western Pacific warm-pool system to other regions and vice versa.

The TOGA COARE experiment consisted of three major components:

• an interface component, in which the major emphasis are the measurement and model

ing of the interfacial fluxes between the atmosphere and the ocean over a wide variety

of atmospheric and oceanic conditions;
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• an atmospheric component, where the emphasis is on the measurement and modeling

of those processes that determine the state of the atmospheric boundary layer, and,

thus, influence the interfacial fluxes of heat, water, and momentum;

• an oceanographic component, where the emphasis is on the measurement and model

ing of the response of the upper ocean in order to assess the response to the varying

fluxes at the interface that occur over the range of weather events and types en

countered in the warm pools of the tropical oceans.

Through these components, long-term atmospheric and oceanic data could be collected

to characterize and quantify the processes of air-sea interaction over the western Pacific and

the relationship of the warm-pool structures to the larger-scale context. The data will not

only be very useful for the initialization and validation of coupled models, but also allow the

calibration of satellite retrieval algorithms and provide ground truth for rainfall estimations.

3.2 Data and analysis methods

3.2.1 Rawinsonde data

Figure 3.1 shows the TOGA/COARE sounding network which was established over

the equatorial western Pacific to determine the mesoscale to synoptic-scale structure of at

mospheric circulation systems over the warm pool. It consisted of nested arrays, ranging

from the synoptic scale (the Large Scale Array or LSA, 1400E to 1800E, 100S to lOoN, with

twice-per-day soundings), to the subsynoptic and mesoscale (the Outer Sounding Array or

GSA and the Intensive Flux Array or IFA, both with four-per-day soundings). The IFA

was centered at 2°S, 156°E bounded by a polygon consisting o~ two land stations, Kapinga

marangi (lON, 154°E), Kavieng (3°S, 151°E), and two research vessels, the Kexue #1 (4°S,

156°E), and the Shiyan #3 (2°S, 158°E). The majority of the high-density meteorological

and oceanographic observations in COARE were taken within the IFA. Integrated sounding

systems (ISS, Parsons et al. 1994), consisting of Omegasondes, 915 MHz wind profilers,

acoustic sounders, and surface meteorology stations, were employed at these four sites.
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Soundings were also released from research vessels including Xiangyanghong #5, Vickers,

and M oana Wave within the IFA.

All available sounding data from the stations in Fig. 3.1 were combined to perform

computations at 6-hour intervals throughout the four-month lOP from November 1, 1992

to February 28, 1993. Table 3.1 shows the number of released soundings and instrument

type for stations within the OSA that were used in this study during the COARE lOP.

Truk 477 OMEGA Island
Honiara 414 ISS Island

Kapingamarangi 475 ISS Atoll
Kavieng 468 ISS Island
Kexue 1 356 ISS Ship
Manus 448 ISS Island

Moana Wave 257 OMEGA Ship
Nauru 471 ISS Island

Pohnpei 480 OMEGA Island
Shiyan 3 330 ISS Ship
Vickers 111 OMEGA Ship

Xiangyanghong 5 263 OMEGA Ship

~ Station Name I # of soundings I Instrument Type IStation Type ~

Table 3.1: Some characteristics of sounding stations within Large Scale Array during
COAREIOP.

During the TOGA COARE lOP, the Vaisala humidity sensor mounted on the Omega

Sonde was used to detect the water vapor over the OSA and IFA. It provides accurate and

high resolution humidity data in the lower and middle troposphere. Unfortunately, measure

ments from the field showed the sensor to regularly "ice up" at temperatures below about

-44°C (about 250 hPa) so that the upper-level humidity could not be sampled. However,

this problem does not affect the main results of our study.

ISS Omegasondes provided high quality information on pressure, temperature, dew

point temperature, zonal and meridional wind components, and latitude and longitude of

the measurement at approximately 50-m vertical resolution. Quality control parameters for

pressure, temperature, relative humidity, and zonal and meridional wind components were
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utilized to exclude bad data from the analyses. Additional hydrostatic, horizontal, and

statistical checks were performed to eliminate erroneous sounding data.

The rawinsonde data (temperature, specific humidity, zonal and meridional wind com

ponents, and height) were first vertically interpolated from 1000 to 25 hPa at intervals of

25 hPa. A 1-2-1 smoothing scheme was used to filter out small-scale fluctuations in the ver

tical. Then they were objectively interpolated onto a 1.0° by 1.0° grid over a region larger

than the LSA (1300 E to 1700 W, 200 S to 200 N) using several different approaches described

below. In previous studies involving tropical field experiments over the western Pacific

and the eastern Atlantic, several different analysis techniques have been used to determ

ine horizontal divergence, e.g., the Bellamy (1949) OJ: line-integral method, least-squares

fitting, and optimal statistical interpolation (Ooyama 1987). The line-integral method is

usually used over small areas surrounded by three or more stations. The area-averaged

properties can be coarsely estimated, although problems can occur with poor distribution

of the stations and nonlinear variations of fields between vertices (Davies-Jones 1993). The

least-squares fitting method usually utilizes a linear or quadratic surface to approximately

represent the horizontal fields. It is suitable for an analysis over a small area where the

curvature of the surface is small. However, for the areas considered and the uneven dis

tribution of COARE stations, including the existence of several sounding sites within the

IFA, it is found that neither a linear surface nor a quadratic surface is accurate enough

to represent the variations of basic fields over the IFA and OSA, especially for moisture

and wind fields. The Barnes analysis scheme (Barnes 1964, 1973) has been used in our

study. The percentage of the resolved wavelengths can be easily estimated by varying the

influence radius. Large-scale and mesoscale features can be recovered while smaller scale

disturbances are suppressed. A cubic-spline analysis package (courtesy of Dr. Steve Lord,

National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP)), which is based on the mechanical

interpolation method described by Ooyama (1987), was also tested. The results were very

similar to those from the Barnes analysis.

Since the average distances between sounding stations within the COARE domain

varied considerably from about 300 km in the IFA to 700 km in the OSA, values at each grid
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point were interpolated from the 6 closest stations. A filter response of about fifty percent

at the mean distance among the grid point and the six stations was selected. Soundings

were generally released twice per day outside of the OSA. In this study, unless otherwise

specified, the IFA-averaged profiles are based on data at 6-hour intervals, while horizontal

and vertical cross sections over larger areas are based on data at 00 and 12 UTe. Spatial

derivatives were calculated using a finite centered-difference method. Vertical velocities were

calculated by integrating the mass continuity equation in P coordinates from the surface to

the tropopause. A constant correction has been applied at each grid point to the divergence

at all levels to satisfy mass continuity for the whole volume. Vertical velocity at 75 hPa was

set to zero since the tropopause was usually between 100 and 85 hPa in the tropical western

Pacific. Vertical velocity at the surface was computed from surface wind and pressure data.

The apparent heat source Qll and the apparent moisture sink Q2 (Yanai et al. 1973)

are computed by

[8T _ - (P ) ~ _ 8e]Q1 := c - +v . V'T + - w-
p 8t Po 8p

(
8q _ _ _8q)

Q2:=-L -+v·V'q+w-
8t 8p

(3.1)

(3.2)

where T is temperature, () potential temperature, q mixing ratio of water vapor, K, = R/cp ,

Rand cp gas constant and the specific heat at constant pressure of dry air, respectively,

L latent heat of condensation, Po = 1000 hPa, w vertical p-velocity, and the overbar refers

to a horizontal average. Here, Q1 is a measure of radiative heating, latent heating from

net condensation and ice phase changes, and the convergences of the vertical and horizontal

eddy transports of sensible heat. Here, Q2 is a measure of the net condensation and the

horizontal and vertical convergences of the eddy moisture transports.

Once the distributions of surface sensible and latent heat fluxes and radiative heating

are known, rainfall rates can be estimated from heat and moisture budgets by integrating

(Eq. 3.1) and (Eq. 3.2) from PT (the pressure at cloud top) to Ps (surface pressure) (Yanai

et al. 1973):
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(3.3)

(3.4)

where Po is precipitation, So and En the surface sensible heat flux and evaporation, respect

ively, and QR radiative heating.

In this study, surface sensible and latent heat fluxes are calculated from surface data.

Since information on the radiative heating profile is currently not available, rainfall rate is

diagnosed from the moisture budget (Eq. 3.4).

3.2.2 Satellite data

Japanese Geostationary Meteorological Satellite (GMS) brightness temperature data

(courtesy of Dr. Tetsuo Nakazawa) were used to facilitate the analysis. The data, collected

every hour, have a spatial resolution of approximately 11 km. Data at each pixel were first

averaged to get values in a 10 grid box, and then the box values were averaged to generate

mean brightness temperatures over the LSA and the IFA-mean time series.

Two remote sensing rainfall estimations from satellite data were used to compare with

budget-derived rainfall results: GOES Precipitation Index (GPI) and the rainfall retriev

als from the DMSP Special Sensor Microwave/Imager (SSM/I). GPI estimates the area

averaged rainfall by multiplying the fractional coverage of an area by infrared radiation (IR)

temperature lower than 235 K by a coefficient of 3.0 mm h-1 (Arkin and Meisner 1987).

Gridded data of GMS brightness temperature were used to calculate GPI over the LSA,

and daily GPI was averaged over the IFA. SSM/I measurements (courtesy of Drs. Judy

Curry and Guosheng Liu) detected liquid and ice hydrometers in the atmosphere based on

an algorithm that combines the emission and scatter regimes of microwave radiation (Liu

and Curry 1992) and then integrated them from the surface to the tropopause. The SSM/I

data have a spatial resolution of 40-50 km. Since the microwave sensor is on a polar or-

biting satellite, the data points are not regularly gridded, nor the sampling time regular.
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For a specific area over the COARE domain, the sampling frequency was approximately

twice per day. Considering this non-regularity, all available pixels located within the IFA

during a day were used to estimate the daily averaged rainfall rate (Dr. Guosheng Liu,

1995, personal communication).

3.2.3 Surface data

Figure 3.2 shows locations of moorings in COARE domain. Calculation of the surface

latent and sensible heat fluxes requires SST, surface air temperature, relative humidity,

wind speed, pressure, and measurement height. Several surface data sources were used in

this study, including (1) surface ISS data on Kexue #1 (20 15'S, 158°E) and Shiyan #3 (4°S,

156°E), and SST measurements from these two ships; (2) data from the Improved MET

eorological surface mooring (IMET) (courtesy of Drs. Robert Weller and Steve Anderson),

which was located at the center of the IFA (10 45'S, 156°E) (Weller and Anderson 1996); (3)

data from three TOGA TAO ATLAS (Automated Temperature Line Acquisition System,

McPhaden 1993) moorings: mt163a (50 S, 156°E), mt165a (2°S, 156°E), and mtl66a (DOS,

157°E) (courtesy of Dr. Michael McPhaden; names of these buoys are based on their file

names); (4) ECMWF TOGA COARE surface heat fluxes (courtesy of Drs. Tony Hollings

worth and Ernst Klinker). Surface sensible and latent heat fluxes from ships and buoys

were calculated according to bulk aerodynamic formulation developed by Liu et al. (1979)

and subsequently revised for COARE by Fairall et al. (1996). Although there is no surface

pressure in TOGA TAO buoy data, we use surface pressure data from the IMET buoy to

approximately represent it since surface pressure is only used to calculate air density near

the surface in the bulk flux formula and surface air density varies little over the warm pool.

Other important parameters that were not available at buoys (e.g., downward IR flux) were

also taken from IMET. Since the fluxes principally depend on variables that are measured

at the buoys, the results are not very sensitive to this assumption.

3.2.4 Operational model analyses

A special ECMWF TOGA COARE data set for 15 November 1992 - 15 February

1993 (courtesy of Drs. Tony Hollingsworth and Ernst Klinker, ECMWF) was used in this
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Figure 3.2: Locations of moorings in COARE domain.
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study. The fields consist of operational initialized analyses, truncated to TI06, and of

forecast fields (for 3 and 6 hours) from special model runs with the same model version as

the current operational model. Six-hour forecast fields of evaporation, surface sensible heat

flux, and precipitation were used to compare with observations and diagnosed results.



Chapter 4

BASIC KINEMATIC AND THERMODYNAMIC FEATURES

4.1 Observations from OLR and IR data

4.1.1 Mean distributions

To define the mean location of deep convection over the warm pool and study its

seasonal transition, the lOP-mean brightness temperature over the LSA, and monthly

averaged distributions are shown in Fig. 4.1. The lOP-mean brightness temperature (Fig.

4.1a) indicates that the maximum deep convection was east of the IFA. The IFA was in a

transition zone with a minimum in deep convection to the west. A double-ITCZ structure

can be observed: the northern one was located between 2°N and 5°N, while the Southern

Pacific Convergence Zone (SPCZ) was close to the equator around 1700 E and extended

southeastward across the Date Line. Cold clouds were usually found over large islands such

as New Guinea.

In November (Fig. 4.1b), two cold cloud bands can be observed in the eastern part

of the LSA with their lowest values located at 7°N and 70 S, respectively. Over the IFA

region, there was a large zonal gradient along the equator with convection being generally

suppressed over the western part of the LSA. A large single cold cloud band can be observed

in the December mean plot {Fig. 4.1c) south of the equator, extending from 1400 E to the

Date Line. This convection was associated with the December westerly wind burst. In

January (Fig. 4.1d), there was a cold cloud band (between 2° and 7°N) in the Northern

Hemisphere extending across the LSA with the strongest convection in the east. Convection

in the Southern Hemisphere and SPCZ was notably weak in January. The February mean

plot (Fig. 4.1e) indicates a quite different pattern from previous months. The area covered
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Figure 4.1: lOP-mean and monthly mean brightness temperatures over the Large Scale
Array. Contour intervals 2.5 K and areas with temperature less than 265 K are shaded. (a)
lOP mean, (b) November, (c) December, (d) January, (e) February.
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by cold clouds increased dramatically and most cold clouds were over the central and eastern

LSA. The double-ITCZ structure became quite clear across the LSA.

Gutzler et al. (1994) summarized the seasonal-scale variability leading up to and

following the COARE lOP. The COARE lOP was found to occur during a period when an

exceptional long-lasting warm ENSO episode in the tropical Pacific increased in amplitude.

By overlapping 3-month averages of OLR and SST across the tropical western Pacific,

they showed that both the warmest SST region and cold cloud region gradually migrated

southeastward, consistent with the climatological seasonal cycle. The climatological mean

center of deep convection during COARE lOP was located near and just west of 180°.

To summarize, although there was a general north-to-south shift in convection during

the lOP, marked variability in the patterns occurred on a month-to-month basis.

4.1.2 Intraseasonal variabilities

Many researchers have investigated the large-scale intraseasonal variabilities during the

TOGA COARE lOP using satellite data (Kiladis et al. 1994; Gutzler et al. 1994; McBride

et al. 1995; Nakazawa 1995; Chen et al. 1996). To avoid redundance, we summarize some

of the results in this subsection to provide a large-scale context.

Figure 4.2a is a Hovmoller diagram of pentad OLR values averaged between 50 S and

5°N for September 1992 - March 1993 (from Gutzler et al. 1994). Their analyses show that

a large-scale envelope of deep convection typically developed over the Indian Ocean, then

propagated eastward into the tropical western Pacific, weakened somewhat over Indonesian

maritime continent, then intensified again over the warm pool, and finally dissipated after

passing the date line, probably due to the cooler sea surface. Three intraseasonal convection

anomalies can be observed during the COARE lOP. The first one crossed the western Pacific

in mid-to late October, and progressing eastward at about 1 m s-l; The second and third

ones occurred between late November 1992 and early February 1993, traversing the region

from 700 E to the date line at approximately 6 m S-1 (Gutzler et aL 1994; Nakazawa 1995;

Chen et al. 1996).
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Figure 4.2: (a) Hovm611er diagram of pentad OLR values averaged between 50 S and 5°N
for September 1992 - March 1993 (from Gutzler et al. 1994). Vertical axis labels indicated
initial month-day of each pentad average. The longitude of the LSA are bracketed at the
top of the figure and the approximate longitudinal extent of the IFA is delineated by vertical
lines nining down the plot. Contour intervals 20 W m-2. Shading denotes OLR greater
than 200 W m-2 •
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Nakazawa (1995) showed time-longitude sections of OLR and high-resolution GMS IR

averaged between the equator and 5°S (Figure 4.2b). Each eastward-moving ISOs can be

seen to consist of several eastward-moving super cloud clusters, and each super cluster

consisted of several westward-moving cloud clusters with a life cycle of about 2 days or so.

Kiladis et al (1994), Velden and Young (1994), and Chen et al. (1996) all noticed a marked

increase in higher-frequency cloudiness/convection over the warm pool during the active

phase of the ISO.

4.2 Basic kinematic features

4.2.1 Zonal wind

Climatological studies show that weak easterly winds generally dominate the low levels

along the equator in the tropical western Pacific with speeds on the order of 1-5 m S-1 (Lau

1985; Peixoto and Oort 1992). The easterlies are often interrupted by westerly wind bursts

on intraseasonal time scales in association with the Madden-Julian Oscillation (Madden and

Julian 1971, 1972) or extratropical interactions, e.g., via cold surges (Love 1985; Chu 1988;

Kiladis et al. 1994). Fig. 4.3a shows the time series of the zonal wind component averaged

over the IFA at 0000 UTC throughout the lOP (5-day running mean). Three prominent

westerly wind burst periods can be clearly identified during the four-month lOP: (1) early

to mid~November, (2) middle December to early January, and (3) late January to the end

of February. The Dec.-Jan. case was a major event (Gutzler et al. 1994; Velden and

Young 1994): the westerly winds first developed near the surface from Dec. 10 to 15 and

gradually increased in depth and magnitude. Maximum westerly winds occurred around

Jan. 1 between 850 and 600 hPa at speeds exceeding 12 m S-1, while maximum easterlies

in excess of 32 m s-1 were found at about 100 hPa. Unfiltered zonal wind shows maximum

easterlies of 37 m s-1 in the upper troposphere and maximum westerlies of 17 m s-1 at low

levels. The westerly winds at this stage dominated most of the troposphere and extended

from the surface up to 200 hPa. The great vertical extent of the westerlies in this case

may have been influenced by tropical cyclones Kina and Nina to the south of the IFA. The

strong vertical wind shear and out-of-phase relationship between upper- and lower-level
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winds are consistent with previous findings (Madden and Julian 1971, 1972; Knutson and

Weickmann 1987). The westerlies stopped abruptly and reversed to easterlies in the middle

and lower troposphere toward mid-January, while strong westerlies appeared in the upper

troposphere. Between 50 and 150 hPa, there appears to be some evidence of downward

propagating equatorial Kelvin waves (Wallace and Kousky 1968; Gutzler et al. 1994) from

Dec. 1 through the end of February. Above 50 hPa in the stratosphere, the zonal wind field

was in general dominated by westerlies since the lOP was during the westerly phase of the

quasi-biennial oscillation (QBO). The gradual downward propagation of the QBO westerly

regime is also readily apparent in Fig. 4.3a.

Figure 4.3b shows the lOP mean zonal wind profile over the IFA based on 6-hourly

data. To illustrate the dramatic change in the vertical wind shear during the westerly wind

burst, daily-averaged vertical profiles for Dec. 11 and Jan. 1 are shown. In the mean,

there were westerlies at low levels and easterlies aloft. The Dec. 11 profile was at a time

of strong upward motion (Fig. 4.9, later) and deep convection as westerlies converged

with easterlies at low levels near the lFA. Weak westerlies existed from the surface to 900

hPa and easterlies above. Vertical wind shear in the mid-troposphere was relatively weak.

On Jan. 1, when the convection was suppressed over the IFA (Fig. 4.9, later), westerly

winds in the lower troposphere reached a maximum (about 17 m S-I) with easterlies at

nearly 35 m S-1 at 100 hPa. This vertical wind shear of over 50 m S-1 through the depth

of the troposphere was probably too strong to support deep convection, as found in some

midlatitude studies (e.g., Weisman et al. 1988). The vertical wind shear and the vertical

extent of westerlies during the peak westerly wind bursts were far greater than previously

recognized.

In order to examine the evolution of the meridional structure of the westerly wind bursts

near the surface, a time-latitude cross section of zonal component of the wind at 1000 hPa

was constructed using gridded data between 1500 E and 1600 E, where there were dense

sounding stations during the lOP. Again, three westerly wind bursts can be identified dur

ing the four-month period (Fig. 4.4a). In the November case, the westerlies first developed

between 4°N and 100 S, with a peak at 2°N. Then they migrated northward between Nov. 10
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and Nov. 25, with the maximum located between 3°N and lOoN around the time of the de

velopment of typhoons Gay and Hunt in the northwest Pacific. Both the December-January

and the February cases occurred south of 3°N, with their westerly maxima originating near

the equator and then shifting to around 50 S over a "'1-week period. This southward shift

is related to the development of tropical cyclones in the Southern Hemisphere following the

westerly wind bursts (e.g., Keen 1982: Nitta 1989: Lander 1990: McBride et aI. 1995).

In the December case, tropical cyclones Kina and Nina formed in the southwest Pacinc,

whereas in February it was tropical cyclone Oliver. Easterly trade winds dominated to the

north of 3°N from December to February.

During the TOGA COARE lOP, deep convection and maximum precipitation associ

ated with the 1SOs usually occurred 1-3 weeks prior to the peak westerly wind bursts. The

behavior can be seen particularly well for the December burst by comparing 1R data (Fig.

4.4b) with 1000 hPa zonal winds (Fig. 4.4a). It is interesting to note that low level westerly

winds following the IR minimum were always stronger than the winds preceding it, similar

to the flow pattern derived from an analytic model for heat-induced tropical circulation

(Gill 1980). The absence of significant easterly flow can be seen alternatively (to avoid the

possible bias of very strong surface westerly winds in a few cases) in a frequency distribu

tion of the 1000 hPa zonal wind component in 1 m S-1 bins over the IFA at 6-hour intervals

during COARE lOP (Fig. 4.4c). It is evident that there was a general absence of strong

equatorial easterlies over the 1FA and the mean zonal flow was westerly during the three

ISO events (although the easterlies were slightly undersampled because the easterly phase

of the first ISO occurred before 1 November). This evidence does not appear to support the

WISHE mechanism (Emanuel 1987; Neelin et al. 1987), which requires a pre-existing trop

ical mean easterly flow, and stronger perturbation winds to the east of the disturbance to

explain the maintenance and eastward propagation of the 30-60 day oscillation. An easterly

acceleration of the flow did occur north of 5°N around December 1 (about two weeks prior

to the heaviest rainfall); however, it was weak, and analyses similar to Fig. 4.4a between

1600 E and 1700 E and between 1700 E and 1800 E (not shown) indicate no concurrent easterly

acceleration east or northeast of the IFA.
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Figure 4.4: Continued. (d) Time series of the surface latent heat flux (solid line) from
WHOI IMET buoy (W m-2). Superimposed is surface wind speed (dashed line) from the
IMET buoy (m S-I). Mean latent heat flux of 117 W m-2 is indicated. (e) Time series of
the surface sensible heat flux (solid line) from WHOI IMET buoy (W m-2

). Superimposed
is GMS brightness temperature (dashed line) over the IFA. Mean sensible heat flux is
indicated. (The IMET buoy data courtesy of Drs. Robert Weller and Steve Anderson,
WHOI).
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Further evidence that enhanced evaporation follows rather than leads ISO convection

can be seen in time series of surface latent and sensible heat fluxes from the IMET buoy

(Figs. 4.4d and 4.4e). The surface latent heat flux (Fig. 4.4d) exhibited a good correlation

with surface wind speed. During the late-December and late-January westerly wind bursts,

evaporation began increasing 3 to 4 weeks prior to the peak westerlies. Pronounced increase

of the latent heat flux also occurred when disturbances passed, probably induced by gust

winds and convective and mesoscale downdrafts. Evaporation reached its maximum during

the peak westerly wind bursts when maximum deep convection had moved to the east of the

IFA (not shown). The surface sensible heat flux (Fig. 4.4e) shows a different pattern from

that of the latent heat flux. It correlates better (in a negative sense) with the brightness

temperature than the surface wind speed, presumably as a result of strong winds and cool

downdrafts associated with deep convection and heavy precipitation. In summary, time

series of evaporation and sensible heat flux at the IMET buoy indicates that maximum

surface energy transfer usually occurred during and after the arrival of the convectively

active phase of the 30-60 day oscillation, not before.

The lOP-averaged zonal wind components at 850 and 150 hPa over the LSA are illus

trated in Fig. 4.5. During the lOP, the wind pattern at 850 hPa was very similar to that

at 1000 hPa, although both westerlies and easterlies were stronger at 850 hPa. Westerly

winds generally dominated the warm pool between 3°N and 100 S, with maxima. located

at about 3°S. The westerlies were stronger west of 165°E and decreased toward the Date

Line, consistent with the observations of an IR minimum in the eastern part of the LSA

(Fig. 4.1). There was a strong horizontal shear near 4°N, which separated the northeast

trades from the equatorial westerlies. At 150 hPa (Fig. 4.5b), the mean zonal wind was

everywhere easterly. The maximum easterlies were located at the equator in the western

part of LSA, again consistent with maximum convection toward the east.

4.2.2 Meridional wind

In their review paper, Madden and Julian (1994) summarized some results of the 30-60

day oscillation in the tropics and found little evidence that the meridional wind played a
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(a) lOP averaged U component at 850 hPa
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(b) lOP averaged U component at 150 hPa
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Figure 4.5: The lOP-mean zonal wind component at (a) 850 hPa, (b) 150 hPa over the
Large Scale Array. Solid lines indicate westerlies, while dashed lines represent easterlies.
The intervals are 1 m S-l.
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(a) Filtered v (mjs) over IFA (daily average)
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role in the variations within individual seasons (Madden and Julian 1971; Parker 1973).

Fig. 4.6a shows the time series of the IFA-mean vertical profiles of the meridional wind

component. Although the signal was much weaker than that in the zonal wind profiles,

northerly winds usually occurred and strengthened at low levels when the westerly wind

bursts developed (e.g., January 1 and February 1 cases). The westerly wind burst was

actually a west-north westerly flow over the IFA. Southerly flows can be observed at upper

levels during these periods.

Fig. 4.6b contains the lOP-averaged meridional wind component over the IFA, as

well as vertical profiles for Dec. 11 and Jan. 1. Since the IFA was at times located

between double-ITCZ bands and other times not (Fig. 4.1), the lOP-mean meridional wind

component was very small and fluctuated with height. On Dec. 11, when convection was

enhanced over the IFA, northerly winds generally dominated the entire troposphere with

weak vertical wind shear, except at levels below 700 hPa. On Jan. 1, when the low-level

westerly wind burst reached its peak, there were relatively strong northerlies over the IFA

below 600 hPa with southerlies above with a peak of about 5 m s-1 near 150 hPa. This

vertical profile of v is consistent with the existence of inflow at low levels and outflow aloft

from deep convection and tropical cyclones Kina and Nina to the south of the IFA (Fig.

4.4b).

4.2.3 Divergence

Figure 4.7 illustrates a north-south cross section of lOP-mean divergence averaged

between 1500 E and 1600 E. Two convergence maxima are located at low levels between 5-8°8,

2-5°N, with corresponding divergence maxima at upper levels. This pattern is consistent

with the double-ITCZ structure shown in Fig. 4.1a at the longitudes of the IFA.

The IFA was located between the double-ITCZ bands, at least in an lOP-mean sense.

The divergence pattern over the IFA was quite different from that within the ITCZ bands

to the north and south (Fig. 4.8). Over the IFA, weak convergence occurred at middle and

low levels with divergence in the upper troposphere. Maximum convergence was located

between 700 and 800 hPa with very weak divergence near the surface. On the other hand,
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Figure 4.7: The north-south cross section of horizontal divergence averaged between 1500 E
and 1600 E (10-6 S-I). Positive regions, indicative of divergence, are shaded.
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the profiles in the ITCZ bands show strong low-level convergence from the surface to about

700 hPa with strong divergence aloft. These profiles are more consistent with those from

previous studies of the tropical western Pacific (Reed and Recker 1971; Yanai et al. 1973).

Yanai et al. (1973) investigated the basic kinematic features within the ITCZ using sounding

data from the Marshall Island region (centered near 8°N). Their divergence profile shows

a deep layer of convergence from the surface to 350 hPa with a peak located at 950 hPa

and divergence aloft peaking near 200 hPa. Their findings are very similar to the profiles

at 4°N and 70 S during COARE lOP, where the mean double-ITCZ bands were located,

although the convergence in our case only extended to 475 hPa. During periods of deep

convection over the IFA, the divergence profile (not shown) looks like those at 4°N and 70 S,

suggesting similar convective characteristics whenever and wherever convection is strong.

However, the striking difference between the lOP-mean IFA and ITCZ band divergence

profiles, particularly at low levels, over short north-south distances suggests that great care

should be exercised in generalizing divergence and vertical motion profiles from one region

to another over the western Pacific warm pool.

4.2.4 Vertical motion

Time series of brightness temperature from Japanese GMS satellite data, vertical mo

tion over the IFA, and wind speed at 1000 hPa from the COARE analyses are shown in

Fig. 4.9. The sounding-derived vertical motion pattern is in general consistent with satellite

data: strong upward motion usually corresponds to increased high clouds (lower brightness

temperatures), whereas downward motion or weak upward motion usually corresponds to

decreased high clouds (higher brightness temperatures). Maximum upward motion imply

ing heavy precipitation usually occurred one or three weeks prior to the peak westerly wind

bursts when the surface winds were strongest (e.g., December and January cases), consist

ent with previous satellite observations of Knutson and Weickmann (1987). The upward

motion maxima were usually located at upper levels between 500 and 350 hPa. Low-level

subsidence or weak upward motion was observed when strong westerly winds prevailed (also

corresponding to times of strong vertical wind shear between 850 hPa and the tropopause,

Fig. 4.3).
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Toward January 1 when the westerly wind burst reached its peak, subsidence generally

dominated the middle and low levels over the IFA, but the brightness temperatures remained

quite low. Rainfall analyses by Lin and Johnson (1994) based on rawinsonde-derived results

and satellite data suggest that the relatively low brightness temperatures over the IFA during

this period were a result of the frequent occurrence of non-precipitating high cirrus. The

cirrus advected across the IFA from convection to the east by strong easterly flow (Fig.

4.3a).

Methods using satellite data have been developed to estimate rainfall rate according to

the relationship between cold clouds and deep convection (e.g., Arkin and Meisner 1987).

However, it is not clear how well cold clouds correlate with vertical motion at all levels of

the atmosphere. Figure 4.10 shows scatter plots of brightness temperature vs. w at 300

and 700 hPa, respectively, over the IFA using 6-hour data. Omega at 300 hPa (Fig. 4.10a)

shows a nearly linear correlation with brightness temperature, suggesting that cold clouds

are a good indicator of upper-level vertical motion. For brightness temperatures less than

-20°C (253 K, the IFA-averaged temperature at 375 hPa), all but 3 cases show upward

motion at 300 hPa. However, such is not the case for vertical velocity at 700 hPa (Fig.

4.10b). For the IFA-averaged cloud tops above 375 hPa, about one third of the cases indicate

downward motion at 700 hPa. Extensive optically-thick anvil cloud and non-precipitating

high cirrus dominated the IFA during these periods. Many of these cases occurred in high

wind shear regimes, when strong easterlies advected cirrus westward from convection to

the east of the IFA. A number of the cases are also probably associated with extensive

stratiform precipitation anvils, which characteristically have downward motion in the lower

troposphere (Houze 1982). Rutledge (personal communication 1996) also noted that Doppler

radar data often indicated little precipitation under extensive cold clouds during COARE

lOP, and there was a large phase lag between observed surface rainfall and very cold cloud

cover. For brightness temperatures above -20°C (cloud top below about 375 hPa) , roughly

half the cases indicate upward motion and half indicate downward motion. In this situation,

vertical motion at 700 hPa is essentially independent of cloud top temperature.

Figure 4.11 shows the lOP-mean and monthly-mean north-south cross sections of w

averaged between 1500 E and 160oE. Although there were large monthly variations across
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the equator, a region of significant upward motion, which corresponds to the ITCZ, can

be clearly observed in each hemisphere, consistent with the two convergence/divergence

couplets shown in the divergence plot (Fig. 4.7). The lOP-mean plot (Fig. 4.lla) indicates

that upward motion generally dominated the tropical western Pacific, although weak subsid

ence can be noticed north of 8°N, probably induced by the subtropical high in the Northern

Hemisphere. The SPCZ was stronger than the northern ITCZ durinK COARE lOP, with

peak upward motion around 7v~ between 350 and 600 hPa, while the northern lTCZ had its

peak w located near 4°N between 400 and 650 hPa. The order of magnitudes and altitudes

of the peak upward motion within the ITCZ bands were quite similar to previous studies

over the western Pacific (e.g., Nitta 1972; Yanai et al. 1973). The IFA, which was located

between the two significant rising regions, had relatively constant upward motion between

700 and 250 hPa.

Consistent with the IR data (Fig. 4.1b), convection was generally suppressed in Novem

ber between 1500 E and 1600 E, and upward motion was weak (Fig. 4.11b). The peak of the

SPCZ was located between 4°S and 1°S, which is closer to the equator than the lOP mean.

The northern ITCZ had its peak located between 4°N and 5°N and extended farther north

than in the later months, consistent with a gradual transition of the convergence zone from

boreal autumn to boreal winter. Downward motion occurred south of 70 S presumably due

to the control of the Southern Hemisphere subtropical high. Deep convection intensified in

December to the south of the equator, and upward motion predominated the tropical south

western Pacific with the peak upward motion shifting to 70 S (Fig. 4.11b). The northern

lTCZ also intensified, migrating 1° south with its peak located at low levels near 600 hPa.

Due to the influence of the strong westerly wind burst in early January, convection was

suppressed to the south of the equator during the first few days of the month. The January

mean upward motion weakened within the SPCZ (Fig. 4.lld), with a peak located at low

levels between 550 and 750 hPa. On the other hand, the northern ITCZ strengthened and

had its peak at higher levels, consistent with satellite data (Fig. 4.1d). Although the large

scale circulation patterns changed, the position of the double-ITCZ was almost the same as

it was in December. In February, vigorous convection started again in both hemispheres
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(Figs. 4.1e and He), and the SPCZ reached its maximum at about 70 S. Downward motion

can be observed near the equator from the surface to 800 hPa, probably induced by strong

convergent flows into the double-ITCZ.

In order to examine the zonal variations of vertical motion in the tropical western Pa

cific, an east-west cross section of lOP mean w (Fig. 4.12a) was constructed from 1400 E

to 1800 E using gridded data at OOZ and 12Z between 5°N and 50 S. Mectn upward motion

generally increased toward the east, the strongest values being located around 1700 E (ac

knowledging that caution should be exercised since data east of 1700 E are sparse), consistent

with the findings in Fig. 4.1 which showed the lowest lOP-mean brightness temperature

over this region. The Gutzler et aI. (1994) DJF averages of OLR across the LSA also

indicate the center of deep convection near the Date Line. The upward motion was quite

weak in the western part of the LSA and downward motion can be observed around 144°E

between 850 and 300 hPa. Although the lOP-mean plot (Fig. 4.1a) shows that there were

considerable cold clouds at 50 S over the land between 1400 E and 1500 E, the highest bright

ness temperatures along the equator, indicative of frequent clear skies, were usually found

over the open ocean to the north of the land. The level of peak upward motion also as

cended from near 700 hPa around 1500 E to 350 hPa around 1700 E, indicating convective

intensification over the warm pool.

Fig. 4.12b shows the east-west variation of lOP-mean SSTs between 5°N and 50 S. The

data, based on the global SST analyses from the Coupled Model Project at NCEP, were

produced weekly on a one degree grid (Reynolds and Smith 1994). Higher SSTs (above

29.3 0C) can be observed between 1700 E and 1800 E, decreasing toward the west to 28.8 °C

around 1400 E. Comparisons of the vertical heating profiles over the GATE (GARP Atlantic

Tropical Experiment, 1974) area and the western Pacific suggest that a higher altitude of

heating maximum is usually correlated with higher SSTs (Webster 1991; Webster and Lukas

1992). The zonal variation of SSTs and vertical motion from 1400 E to 1700 E appears to

support these findings. A number of studies have suggested that deep convection usually

occurs more frequently and more intensively over the areas with higher SSTs up to some

threshold, approximately 27.5-28°C (e.g., Gadgil et al. 1984; Graham and Barnett 1987).
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However, SST over the COARE LSA always exceeded this threshold, yet a relationship

between SST, OLR and vertical motion continued to exist. From Fig. 4.11. the intensity

of upward motion decreased from 1700 E to the Date Line, although SSTs kept increasing

to 29.5 °C at 178°E. Waliser et aI. (1993) and Waliser and Graham (1993), using satellite

data, found that the amount/intensity of convection tends to decrease with increasing SST

at temperatures above about 29.5 °C. It is possible that the COARE data support this

idea; however, the relationship between convection and SST over the warm pool cannot

be described in simple terms, rather it is a complex function of evaporation, cloud cover,

precipitation and ocean mixing - all of which are strongly modulated on the time scale of

the 30-60 day oscillation (Webster 1994).

4.3 Basic thermodynamic features

4.3.1 Humidity

Figure 4.13 shows the time series of the IFA-mean relative humidity profiles and 700 hPa

wind speed through the COARE lOP. RH was calculated with respect to ice above the -lOoC

level (about 450 hPa) and with respect to liquid water below. Consistent with the vertical

motion profiles (Fig. 4.9b), high RH, suggesting strong upward motion, was observed

extending from low to upper levels several weeks prior to the late-December westerly wind

burst. Dry conditions dominated above about 800 hPa when the peak westerly winds

prevailed. At this time, peak RH was usually located at low levels between 900 and 950

hPa or near the top of the mixed layer, however a secondary peak in late December was

observed at middle to upper levels where there was strong upward motion (Fig. 4.9b).

Strong advection of dry air in the middle and low levels can often be observed during the

COARE lOP (e.g., Numaguti et al. 1995; Mapes and Zuidema 1996). These dry intrusions

emanated from the subtropics of both hemispheres and may account for some of the dry

episodes in Fig. 4.12.

Figure 4.14 shows the lOP-mean relative humidity profiles over the IFA. Two solid

curves were generated from COARE data, one with respect to liquid water and the other
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with respect to ice above the O°C level. ECMWF and NCEP operational analyses are used

to compare with the COARE sounding data. ECMWF data are at 12 vertical levels while

NCEP data are at 11 (standard mandatory) levels. The horizontal resolution of both model

analyses is 2.5 degrees, which is converted to 1.0 degree in order to match the sounding

analysis.

lOP mean relative humidity over the IFA
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Figure 4.14: rOP-mean profiles of relative humidity over the IFA. Solid lines are from the
COARE analysis, with respect to liquid water and ice. Dashed lines are from ECMWF and
NCEP model assimilated analyses.

Both ECMWF model-assimilated and rawinsonde results show a primary peak at low

levels at the top of the mixed layer ('" 950 hPa) , consistent with previous studies of tropical

humidity profiles (Liu et al. 1991; Gutzler 1993). They agree very well between 750 and

925 hPa, with a linear relationship between pressure and RH. The NCEP model-assimilated

profile, however, shows the maximum RH near the surface, decreasing gradually from 1000

to 850 hPa, probably due to coarser vertical resolution (ECMWF data have an extra level

at 925 hPa). The primary peak at the top of the mixed layer is not captured.

The largest discrepancy among the COARE data and model analyses occurs at middle

levels. The COARE mean RH gradually increases above 700 hPa and shows an apparent
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secondary peak near 550 hPa (near the O°C level). This feature has not received much

attention, although it can be noticed in the climatological studies of Oort (1983), Liu et al.

(1991), and Gutzler (1993). Johnson et al. (1996) have recently investigated this feature and

related it to stable layers near the 0 °C level associated with melting in precipitating systems.

They argued that deep convection penetrating or congestus impinging upon the stable layers

could lead to enhanced detrainment and moistenin~ near that level. Another possibility is

that a significant number of mesoscale convective systems with attendant saturated upper

tropospheric stratiform regions could perturb the mean RH profile in the manner shown

in Fig. 4.13. The secondary peak, however, is not present in either ECMWF or NCEP

operational analyses (although it is more closely matched by NCEP). The midtroposphere

is much dryer in the two model analyses, particularly in the ECMWF model as also noted

by Schmetz and Van den Berg (1994). In the upper troposphere, the ECMWF RH increases

rapidly and shows a peak at about 100 hPa, presumably due to cirrus clouds associated

with deep convection. Although RH sampling is questionable above 250 hPa, the COARE

analysis with respect to ice also shows an increasing tendency above 300 hPa.

4.3.2 Temperature perturbations

Time series of daily averaged temperature perturbations and brightness temperature

(repeated from Fig. 4.9a) over the IFA are.illustrated in Figure 4.15. Two warm anomalies,

possibly associated with latent heat release (Reed and Recker 1971), longwave radiative

warming (Webster and Stephens 1980) or shortwave absorption (Randall et al. 1991), can

be clearly seen in the middle and upper troposphere (Fig. 4.15a) during the active phases

of the 30-60 day oscillation (e.g., Dec. 5-25, Jan. 13-22), when upward motion was the

strongest (Fig. 4.9) and high-cloud coverage was a JIlaximum (Fig. 4.15b). This feature

is consistent with the easterly wave composite findings in Reed and Recker (1971) and

Thompson et al. (1979), although their composited temperature anomalies were smaller.

Anomalous cooling can be seen at low levels during these active phases, possibly due to

melting and evaporation in downdrafts (Zipser 1969; Reed and Recker 1971) or as a large

scale response to upper-level heating (e.g., Mapes and Houze 1995). Strong anomalous
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cooling, (Webster and Stephens 1980), existed near and above the tropopause around 100

hPa (between Dec. 5 and Dec. 24, Jan. 16 and Jan. 20), very similar to those shown in Reed

and Recker (1971) and Thompson et al. (1979). Johnson and Kriete (1982) observed similar

strong cooling above mesoscale convective systems just north of Borneo during December

1979. Hendon and Liebmann (1990b) showed a temperature perturbation plot (their Fig.

Sd) for a composited 30-60 day oscillation. The rainfall region in their study also coincided

well with a warm middle and upper troposphere and a cool pool below 850 hPa. However,

the anomalous cooling feature near 100 hPa is not present in their analysis. During the

period when the low-level westerlies were strong, cool anomalies generally dominated the

middle and upper troposphere (Fig. 4.1Sa).

4.4 Synthesis of observations

Madden and Julian (1972), in a broad-scale sense, schematically depicted the 30-60 day

oscillation as a large-scale disturbance originating over the Indian Ocean and propagating

into the tropical Pacific. Lau et al. (1989), mainly based on satellite observations and

numerical model results, schematically showed the mutual connection among super cloud

cluster (Nakazawa 1988), westerly wind bursts, and the 30-60 day oscillations in the western

Pacific (see their Fig. 11). In this paper, the observed characteristics of the December-early

January westerly wind burst, the most prominent in COARE, are synthesized (Fig. 4.16)

based on the kinematic and thermodynamic features over the IFA from rawinsonde analyses

and ISS surface and buoy data. The data are presented with time increasing to the left

so that the section can also be thought of as an east-west section (west on left); however,

the extent to which a time-t<rspace transformation can be made is limited since analysis of

preliminary data from over Indonesia suggest that much of the intensification of the low

level westerlies and upper-level easterlies occurs in situ and cannot be completely explained

by propagation from the west. In this composite, Day 0 corresponds to January 1.

About 4 I'V 6 weeks prior to the peak westerly wind burst (day -37.5), convection was

generally suppressed over the western Pacific warm pool. Weak winds dominated through

the entire troposphere and the vertical wind shear was very weak. The SST was at its
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of the December-early-January westerly wind burst as it passed the IFA. Day 0 is time of
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light arrows weak vertical motion. Clouds are schematic, horizontal scales exaggerated.
Temperatures corresponding to presSure levels are indicated on right.
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maximum during this suppressed phase and both surface sensible and latent heat fluxes

were relatively small.

About 10 days after the suppressed period (day -25), convection gradually intensified

over the warm pool. Westward-propagating convective systems, usually with 2-day life cycle

(Sui and Lau 1992; Hendon and Liebmann 1994; Takayabu 1994; Chen et al. 1996), were

observed near the equator. The zonal winds were dominated by easterlies above about 900

hPa with a peak near 100 hPa. Weak westerlies appeared near the surface and the convective

intensity was likely enhanced by the convergence between westerlies and weak easterlies at

low levels. Moistening occurred through most of the troposphere and warm anomalies can

be observed at middle and upper troposphere. Cool anomalies usually occurred near the

surface and the tropopause.

One to two weeks prior to the peak westerly wind burst (day -12.5), vigorous convection

continued to occur over the warm pool, although it was episodic with frequent westward

propagating systems. However, the large-scale envelope of convection propagated eastward.

The most prominent feature during this stage was the rapid increase ofthe midtropospheric

vertical wind shear within the convective systems: strengthening westerlies can be observed

at middle and low levels (with a peak around 800 hPa) and strong easterlies aloft. The

thermodynamic features within the convective systemS' are similar to those at day -25. In

addition, the areal coverage of anvil clouds and high cirrus increased during the latter part

of this stage. In an average sense, the surface wind speed gradually increased with time and

SSTs continued to drop, in association with increased evaporative cooling, cloud cover and

ocean mixing (Chu and Frederick 1990; Webster 1994). Superimposed on the large-scale

evolution are short-period features induced by the convective systems. Stronger surface

wind speeds along with peaks in the surface latent and sensible heat fluxes can be observed

with the passage of the major convective systems (see Fig. 4.9b). Similar features have

also been observed by Saxen (1996) when analyzing relationship between surface fluxes and

radar derived rainfall.

At the time of the peak westerly wind burst (day 0), downward motion generally

dominated the middle and low levels and convection was typically suppressed. Tropospheric
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vertical wind shear was strongest during this stage with deep westerlies underlying strong

upper-level easterlies. Cool anomalies occurred in the upper troposphere and at low levels.

Surface wind speeds reached their maxima while SSTs continued to decrease until several

days after the passage of the peak westerly wind burst. It is interesting to note that while

surface latent heat fluxes followed the surface wind speed and showed a primary peak at

this stalte. sensible heat fluxes oeaked at an earlier time. The absence of a oeak in the

sensible heat flux at Time 0 is related to the strong cooling of the ocean surface at the time

of maximum mixing.

About 1 to 2 weeks after the passage of the peak westerly wind burst (day +12.5),

surface wind speeds fell to 2 to 3 m S-1 and the SST gradually recovered. Weak easterlies

appeared at middle and low levels and numerous shallow clouds were observed over the

warm pool. Vertical wind shears became much weaker and both surface latent and sensible

heat fluxes returned to near their mean values (116 W m-2 and 11 W m-2 respectively).

4.5 Summary and discussions

Rawinsonde and satellite data have been used to document the mean and transi

ent behavior and horizontal convective variability of the atmosphere over the warm pool

throughout the four-month TOGA COARE lOP. lOP-mean brightness temperatures indic

ate that the maximum deep convection was located in the eastern part of the LSA between

1700 E and 180oE, similar to the findings of Gutzler et al. (1994). The IFA was in a trans

ition zone with a minimum in deep convection to the west. Cold clouds were usually found

over large islands such as Papua New Guinea and a double-ITCZ structure was usually

observed along the equator north and south of the IFA. Although there was a general north

to-south shift in convection during the lOP, marked variability in the patterns occurred on

a month-to-month basis.

Three prominent westerly wind burst episodes passed the COARE domain during the

lOP: early to middle November, middle December to early January, and late January to the

end of February. In the major event between December and January, maximum easterlies

of 37 m S-l in the upper troposphere and maximum westerlies of 17 m S-1 at low levels
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averaged over the IFA occurred at the time of the peak wind burst. During this event,

westerly winds dominated most of the troposphere and extended from the surface to 200

hPa, possibly influenced by tropical cyclones Kina and Nina. The out-of-phase relationship

between upper- and low-level winds is consistent with previous findings (Madden and Julian

1971, 1972; Knutson and Weickmann 1987), although the vertical wind shear measured

during COARE was far greater than previously recognized.

Infrared and 1000 hPa zonal wind data indicate that both the Dec.-Jan. and the

February westerly wind bursts occurred south of 3°N, with their westerly maxima centered

near 50 S. There was a general absence of mean equatorial easterlies south of 3°N during the

COARE lOP when these westerly wind bursts occurred. Low-level westerly winds following

the disturbance associated with the 30-60 day oscillation were always stronger than the winds

preceding it. This evidence does not appear to support the WISHE mechanism (Emanuel

1987; Neelin et al. 1987), which requires a pre-existing tropical mean easterly, and stronger

perturbation winds to the east of the disturbance to explain the maintenance and eastward

propagation of the 30-60 day oscillation. Further evidence from the IMET buoy and ISS

surface data indicates that the maximum surface energy transfer usually occurred during

and after the arrival of the disturbance associated with the 30-60 day oscillation.

The lOP-mean divergence profiles within the double-ITCZ show strong low-level con

vergence from the surface to about 700 hPa with strong divergence above 300 hPa, consistent

with previous studies in the tropical western Pacific (Reed and Recker 1971; Yanai et al.

1973). The IFA was located between the double-ITCZ bands with weak convergence at

middle and low levels and divergence aloft. Averaged over the entire lOP, maximum con

vergence in the IFA was located between 700 and 800 hPa with very weak divergence near

the surface; however, IFA profiles at times of deep convection closely resembled those in the

ITCZ bands to the north and south. Therefore, although the divergence and vertical motion

profiles tend to look alike whenever and wherever the convection is strong, caution should

be exercised in generalizing long-period mean divergence and vertical motion profiles from

one region to another over the western Pacific warm pool.

A double-ITCZ structure can be clearly observed in both vertical motion and diver

gence cross sections across the equator. While there was upward motion in the mean over
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the warm pool during the COARE lOP, the strong upward motion over the lFA, indic

ative of enhanced convection, usually occurred 1 to 3 weeks prior to the peak westerly

wind burst, with peak upward motion located at upper levels between 500 and 350 hPa.

Subsidence or weak upward motion was observed when the peak westerly winds prevailed.

The lOP-averaged vertical motion shows apparent zonal variations along the equator in the

LSA, with the climatological mean center of deep convection around 170 °E, consistent with

brightness temperature data. The magnitudes of upward motion gradually increased with

SST from the west to the east, and the altitude of the peak also increased from low levels

in the western part of LSA to upper levels around 170oE.

Very cold clouds were found to be a good indicator of vertical motion only at upper

levels. At low levels (IFA-mean brightness temperatures above -20°C or cloud tops below

375 hPa) , vertical motion at 700 hPa was essentially independent of cloud top temperature.

For lFA-mean brightness temperatures below -20°C, about one third of the cases show

downward motion at 700 hPa, suggesting a significant number of cases in which deep

convection was absent under very cold cloud tops or mesoscale downdrafts below stratiform

precipitation anvils were occurring (Houze 1982). Extensive optically-thick anvil cloud and

non-precipitating high cirrus are believed to dominate the lFA in these cases.

The lOP-averaged relative humidity profile over the lFA shows a primary peak at

low levels at the top of the mixed layer (I'V 950 hPa). A secondary peak can be clearly

seen around 550 hPa (near the DOC level), which has been related to stable layers near

the O°C level associated with melting in precipitating systems (Johnson et al. 1996). The

secondary peak at middle levels is not present in either ECMWF or NCEP operational

model-assimilated analyses, possibly due in part to coarser resolution in the models.

Based on the kinematic and thermodynamic features in the atmosphere, and surface

and buoy data, a descriptive model is constructed to illustrate the life cycle of the December

January COARE westerly wind burst. This model is not intended to apply to all westerly

wind bursts in the equatorial Pacific. The vertical wind shear gradually increases as the

peak westerly wind bursts approaches and SST continues to drop with strengthing surface

wind speed. Surface sensible heat flux peaks prior to the strongest westerlies, while the

latent heat flux peaks at the time of the peak westerly winds.



Chapter 5

HEATING, MOISTENING, AND RAINFALL

5.1 Surface heat fluxes

Accurate determination of surface heat fluxes over the tropical open oceans is crucial

to better understanding of the coupling between the ocean and the atmosphere (Weare et

al. 1981; Zhang and McPhaden 1995). Several researchers have computed heat fluxes in

the Pacific using data ranging from conventional marine weather reports to satellite meas

urements (Wyrtki 1965; Weare et al. 1981; Reed 1985; Liu 1988; Liu and Gautier 1990).

However, the calculation has long been uncertain over the western Pacific warm pool due to

the sparse measurements. For the COARE lOP, we use information from different platforms

to estimate surface heat fluxes, which will subsequently be used in rainfall computations.

In order to obtain representative area-mean values, careful examination and comparison of

these estimations are important.

Figure 5.1 compares daily-mean surface latent heat flux (5-day running mean) from

the IMET and three TOGA TAO buoys (Fig. 5.1a), two ships, and the ECMWF IFA mean

(Fig. 5.1b). These buoys were selected since they were close to or within the IFA, and their

data cover almost the entire lOP. The IMET buoy (10 45'S, 156°E) and one TOGA TAO

buoy (mtl65a, 2°S, 156°E) were located at the center ofthe IFA, while the other two buoys,

mtl63a (50 S, 156°E) and IIl;tl66a (DOS, 157°E) were located to the north and south of the

IFA, respectively. Although surface latent heat flux varied with geographical location and

convective scales, the results derived separately from different buoys and ships around the

IFA appear to be very similar, suggesting fluxes are coherent over a relatively large area, at

least on long time scales. The surface latent heat flux varied between 50 and 100 W m-2

during light winds. It increased dramatically and the maximum reached more than 200 W
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Surface latent heat flux from IMET and TOGA TAO buoys
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Figure 5.1: Comparisons of surface latent heat flux (W m-2 , 5-day running mean) (a) from
IMET buoy (10 45'S, 156°E) and three TOGA TAO buoys (mtl63a: 50 S, 156°Ej mtl65a:
2°S, 156°Ej mtl66a: OOS, 157°E). (b) from IMET buoy, R/V Shiyan #3, R/V Kexue #1,
and the ECMWF IFA-mean. A time series of surface wind speed over the IFA (m s-l) is
superimposed in (b) for comparison.
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Surface latent heat flux from IMET buoy, ships and EC data
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Figure 5.1: Continued.
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m-2 during the major westerly wind burst between December and January (around day 60)

when the surface wind speed exceeded 8 m S-1 (Lin and Johnson 1996a). It also increased

greatly during the November and February westerly wind events. As shown earlier, deep

convection usually occurred 1 to 3 weeks prior to the peak westerly wind bursts. Large

increases of surface latent heat flux due to convective and mesoscale downdrafts were often

superimposed on the larger-scale increases of the surface latent heat flux associated with

the 180s (Lin and Johnson 1996aj 8axen 1996).

The ECMWF model forecast analysis agrees relatively well with the latent heat flux

derived from the IMET buoy (Fig. 5.1b), although the ECMWF and ship lOP-means are

higher than the buoy means (Table 5.1). The largest discrepancy of the ECMWF is during

the strongest westerly wind burst between late December and early January. The ECMWF

values are larger by an average of 40 W m-2 during this period (keep in mind ECMWF

represents an IFA average and the others are point values). However, they compare quite

well during the February wind burst even though it ·was also a windy period. The agreement

between the surface latent heat fluxes is better during the light-wind periods, reflecting

the improved ECMWF's inclusion of buoyancy-induced fluxes in near-calm conditions as

described by Miller et al. (1992). Miller et al. (1992) examined the sensitivity of the

ECMWF model to the parameterizationpf evaporation in light-wind conditions and noticed

a dramatic impact on almost all aspects of the model's simulation of the tropics due to a

moderate increase of surface latent heat flux (about 25 W m-2).

~ I IMET Imt163a I mt165a Imt166a I Kexue #1 I Shiyan #3 I ECMWF ~

I LH flux 106 99 101 111 105 119 120 II
I 8H flux 8.6 6.0 7.6 9.4 5.8 7.4 9.9 II

Table 5.1: The lOP-mean surface latent and sensible heat fluxes (W m-2) from different
sources.

Comparison of daily-mean surface sensible heat flux (5-day running mean) among the

IMET and TOGA TAO buoys, two ships, and the ECMWF IFA-mean is shown in Figure

5.2. The buoy (Fig. 5.2a) and ship data are generally similar to one another and do not

follow the pattern of low-level wind speed as the surface evaporation does. Values usually
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Surface sensible heat flux from IMET and TOGA TAO buoys
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Figure 5.2: Comparisons of surface sensible heat flux (W m-2, 5-day running mean) (a)
from IMET buoy (1 0 45'S, 156°E) and three TOGA TAO buoys (mtl63a: 50 S, 156°E;
mt165a: 2°S, 156°E; mt166a: DoS, 157°E). (b) from IMET buoy, R/V Shiyan #3, R/V
Kexue #1, and the ECMWF IFA-mean.
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Surface sensible heat flux from IMET buoy, ships and EC data
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Figure 5.2: Continued.
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peaked when convective systems occurred in the IFA (Fig. 5.8, later). The ECMWF data

(Fig. 5.2b), however, appear to follow the low-frequency pattern of the surface wind speed

and reached a maximum during the peak westerly wind burst between late December and

early January. Comparisons of components in the computation of the heat fluxes indicate

that although the time series of surface wind speed are very similar to those derived from

ship and buoy data, surface air temperature was usually overestimated in the ECMWF

data, especially during deep convective periods. Weller and Anderson (1996) meticulously

compared the IMET buoy data with the ECMWF forecast results. They found that buoy

mean air temperature and specific humidity were consistently lower than the ECMWF data,

and also noticed that the model did not produce the decreases in air temperature observed

in late December deep convection. Therefore, ECMWF does not capture the enhanced

sensible heat fluxes during days 40-60, perhaps suggesting the need for a parameterization

of downdraft and mesoscale enhancement of fluxes (Esbensen and McPhaden 1996).

Surface heat flux data covering the entire LSA were unavailable directly from observa

tions during the COARE lOP. In order to approximate surface evaporation and sensible heat

flux over the LSA, all ECMWF fluxes outside the IFA were adjusted separately for each time

based on differences between ECMWF and mean buoy values around the IFA. (Caution

should be exercised when interpreting results far from the IFA.) The resultant ECMWF

adjusted lOP-mean surface latent and sensible heat fluxes over the LSA are shown in Fig

ure 5.3. Along the equator from 1400 E to the date line, a band with minimum evaporation

(between 100 and 120 W m-2) appeared between 4°N and lOS (Figure 5.3a), approximately

coincident with a light-wind band along the equator (not shown). The IFA was within this

low-evaporation region. Evaporation gradually increased to the north and south, associated

with enhanced southeast and northeast trades. The pattern and magnitudes are similar

to the long term annual mean derived from marine weather reports based on aerodynamic

formulas (Weare et al. 1981). A minimum band in sensible heat flux (Figure 5.3b) also

existed along the equator from 150 °E to 1700 E. Two bands of higher heat flux were to

the north and south of the equator, approximately coincident with the double ITCZ. The

very high values of evaporation and sensible heat flux over New Guinea (southwest corner

of LSA) are not reliable.
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(a) IOP- mean LH flux (W/m**2) over LSA
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Figure 5.3: (a) The lOP-mean surface latent heat flux (W m-2 ) over the Large Scale
Array. Contour intervals 10 W m-2 and areas with values> 120 W m-2 are shaded.
(b) The lOP-mean surface sensible latent heat flux (W m-2) over the Large Scale Array.
Contour intervals 1.0 W m-2 and areas with values> 9 W m-2 are shaded.
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For budget computations over the IFA, the four-buoy data are used to approximate the

IFA-mean surface latent heat flux due to their better temporal and spatial coverage, as well

as the good comparisons among them. Over the LSA, adjusted ECMWF evaporation rates

are used to estimate surface rainfall rate for the moisture budget (section 5.3).

5.2 Broad scale considerations

IOP- mean NCEP SST (Oe9 C) over the LSA
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Figure 5.4: The lOP-mean NCEP SST (Deg C) over the LSA. Contour intervals 0.2° and
areas with SST> 29.0° are shaded.

Figure 5.4 shows the lOP-mean NCEP SSTs over the LSA (courtesy of Dr. Richard

Reynolds). The COARE lOP occurred during a period when a weak EI Nino/Southern Os

cillation (ENS0) gradually increased in amplitude (McPhaden 1993; Gutzler et al. 1994).

The region with the warmest sea surface was generally located south of the equator at the

southeast corner of the LSA, coincident with the area of lowest lOP-mean brightness tem

perature (Figure 2, Lin and Johnson 1996a). SSTs gradually decreased along the equator

from the date line to the west. The mean SST over the IFA was above 29.2°C. Gutzler et al.

(1994) investigated the seasonal variability leading up to the COARE lOP: warmest waters
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migrated southeastward as the seasons progressed. Monthly-mean cloud-top temperatures

shown in McBride et al. (1995) clearly indicate a southeastward progression of the tropical

convective heat source as the Southern Hemisphere monsoon developed and matured.

During the TOGA-COARE lOP, the ISOs strongly modulated douds, precipitation,

and evaporation over the warm pool on a 30 to 60 day time scale. Figure 5.5 shows a time

series of the zonal component of the flow (Lin and Johnson 1996a), of the precipitation (P),

and of the evaporation (E) over the IFA during the lOP. The precipitation was estimated

from the moisture budget (Eq. 3.4) using evaporation derived from buoy data. Three

low-level westerly wind bursts can be seen, with the most prominent one peaking around

1 January. Strong vertical wind shear occurred during peak westerly wind bursts. Heavy

precipitation usually fell 1 to 3 weeks prior to the peak westerly wind bursts while convection

was generally suppressed during the peak bursts.

Averaged over the entire lOP, evaporation estimated from buoy data was about 3.7

mm day-I (1 mm day-I:::::: 28.9 W m-2) and budget-derived precipitation over the IFA

was about 5.6 mm day-I. In other words, P was about 50% greater than E over the IFA.

However, regionally, P was locally minimal over the IFA (Figure 7). Considerably greater

precipitation rates (P > E) were embedded in east-west ITCZ bands north and south of

the IFA (near 4°N and 70 S), and east of the IFA. During the heavy rain, P exceeded E by

3 to 5 times (Figure 5.5), the excess arising from large-scale moisture convergence (water

vapor storage was small). Convection at this time was characterized by numerous squall

systems with attendant stratiform precipitation (Rickenbach and Rutledge 1996a). During

other times, including both light- and strong-wind periods, P closely matched E. P was even

occasionally less than E during high winds, meaning that water vapor was being transported

out of the IFA and/or the shallow cloud field moistened the lower troposphere.

5.3 Rainfall analysis

5.3.1 Mean distribution of rainfall

Figure 5.6 shows the lOP-mean rainfall distributions over the LSA for the Q2 budget

based on the buoy-adjusted ECMWF values of Eo in Fig. 5.3a, the ECMWF model forecast
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Figure 5.5: Time series of daily-mean zonal U component (m S-I), precipitation and evapor
ation (mm day-I) averaged over the Intensive Flux Array (5-day running mean). Contour
intervals 4 m s-I and westerlies are shaded.
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(a) IOP- mean budget rainfall over LSA (mm/day)
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(b) IOP- mean ECMWF rainfall over LSA (mm/day)
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Figure 5.6: Comparison of the lOP-mean rainfall distributions over the LSA (mm day-I):
(a) Budget determination, (b) ECMWF forecast result, (c) SSM/l measurements, (d) GPl
estimation. Contour intervals 2 mm day-l and areas with rainfall rate> 6 mm day-l are
shaded.
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(c) IOP- mean SSM/I rainfall over LSA (mm/day)
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Figure 5.6: Continued.
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result, the SSM/I measurements, and the GPI estimation (The budget-derived and ECMWF

rainfalls are actually 3-month averages from 15 November 1992 - 15 February 1993). The

four rainfall maps generally compare well with one another over the LSA: two heavy rainfall

bands were located to the north and south of the IFA, consistent with the double ITCZ

shown in the lOP-mean brightness temperature plot (Lin and Johnson 1996a). There was

an east-west zone with minimal rainfall along the equator from 1400 E to 165°E. The IFA

was approximately within this band. Extensive heavy rain, coincident with the region of the

warmest sea surface, fell to the east of the IFA from 165°E to the date line. Previous rainfall

studies based on surface and satellite observations (Taylor 1973; Janowiak and Arkin 1991;

Janowiak 1992) also clearly indicated a minimum rainfall band along the equator between

two ITCZ bands, similar to the lOP-mean distributions. However, the minimum from the

budget determination and SSM/I measurements during the COARE lOP was lower than

expected, with values at some equatorial locations as low as the mean evaporation rate (3-4

mm day-I). Climatological studies usually show an eastward decrease of rainfall along the

equator over the warm pool. During the COARE lOP, however, heavy precipitation, high

clouds, as well as the positive SST anomalies appear to have been located near the date

line, and to have decreased toward the west (see also Gutzler et al. 1994).

Within the OSA, all four estimations consistently indicate two local maxima to the

southeast and southwest of the IFA, and one local maximum to the north of the IFA. The

diagnosed rainfall from the Q2 budget indicates less precipitation over the northern and

northeastern IFA, mainly because of the rainfall minimum band along the equator. However,

the analyses from SSM/I retrievals, GPI, and ECMWF data all show less precipitation over

the western IFA and more precipitation over the east. The lOP-mean rainfall rates over

the IFA for the Q2 budget, ECMWF, SSM/I retrievals, and GPI are 5.6,9.1,5.6, and 10.9

mm day-I, respectively. Both the ECMWF and GPI rainfall rates are about 3 to 6 mm

day-l higher than those from the Q2 budget and SSM/I retrievals over the IFA and the

minimum rainfall band along the equator. (One possible reason for higher GPI rainfall

will be discussed in the next subsection.) The higher IFA-mean values from the ECMWF

forecast and GPI may also have been influenced by the local maximum southeast of the
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IFA. Ding and Sumi (1995) presented the lOP-mean horizontal cross sections of vertically

integrated QI and Q2 over the COARE domain based on the global objective analysis of the

Japan Meteorological Agency. Although the major heating and condensation occurred near

the date line, the double ITCZ and the minimum rainfall band along the equator, especially

for the features within the OSA, were not resolved in their analyses.

To the west of the OSA, the ITCZ maintained its double structure, with the southern

rainfall band mainly located over New Guinea. The rainfall rates over the northern rainband

vary greatly among the four estimations, with the ECMWF data the highest (greater than

8 mm day-I) and the SSM/I measurem ent the lowest (around 4 mm day-I). The Q2

budget and GPI rainfall rates are between 5 and 6 mm day-I. All four rainfall analyses

clearly indicate that major heating and drying occurred from the east of the OSA to the

date line during the COARE lOP. However, caution should be exercised while interpreting

the budget rainfall due to the sparsity of sounding stations over this region.

5.3.2 Comparison of rainfall rates

Figure 5.7 compares the IFA-averaged rainfall rates (5-day running mean) from the

moisture budget with the rates from two remote sensing results: GPI and SSM/I retrievals.

The agreement of the pattern of temporal variability among the sounding- and remote

sensing-derived results is generally quite good. Heavy rainfall occurred in mid-December

over the IFA, about 1 to 3 weeks prior to peak westerlies (Figure 5.5). The lOP-mean

rainfall rates over the IFA from the moisture budget and SSM/I retrievals are both 5.6 mm

day-l (SSM/I value; Drs. Judy Curry and Guosheng Liu , 1995, personal communication).

The R/V Kexue #1 and the R/V Shiyan #3 were occasionally absent during the COARE

lOP. For the three cruises when both ships .were within the IFA, the period-mean rainfall

rates are 4.2 mm day-l (11 November-ll December), 7.1 mm day-l (18 December-23

January), and 3.0 mm day-l (31 January-18 February), respectively. GPI values are

generally much higher due to the frequent occurrence of non-precipitating cirrus over the

western Pacific warm pool. For example, toward the end of December and early January,

rainfall from GPI was about two times the SSM/I values and budget estimations. GMS
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satellite images during this period indicate that large and deep convection were confined

to east of 1700 E while non-precipitating cirrus was advected westward across the IFA by

strong easterly flow (Velden and Young 1994). The flow field surrounding severe tropical

cyclones Kina and Nina also contributed to the advection. Low surface rainfall rates were

further supported by rainfall analyses derived from MIT radar data (Rickenbach and Rut

ledge 1996a). Analysis of vertical velocity in Lin and Johnson (1996a) also suggests that

although weak upward motion existed at upper levels during this period, downward motion

generally dominated the middle and lower levels, and deep convection was suppressed over

the IFA. The ECMWF time series (Figure 5.7) does not match the other rainfall estimations,

largely because many of the COARE soundings were not transmitted on the GTS (Global

Telecommunication System) and therefore were excluded from the assimilation scheme. This

result emphasizes the importance of detailed in situ observations to accurate forecasts over

the warm pool. Other factors, such as deficiencies in the 6-hour forecast, cumulus and other

model parameterizations, may also affect the accuracy of the forecast fields.

5.3.3 Components of the moisture budget

Figure 5.8 shows as a byproduct of the moisture budget, the time series of precipitation,

evaporation, moisture convergence, and storage terms (Eq. 3.4) over the IFA during the

lOP. The water vapor storage was generally small and contributed little to precipitation.

Evaporation generally varied with surface wind speeds associated with the low-frequency

ISOs. Evaporation did not follow the pattern of rainfall, although it increased slightly during

heavy precipitation, probably induced by gusty winds generated by the convective systems.

The large-scale moisture convergence closely matched the precipitation curve during heavy

rain, and surface evaporation appeared to be only a passive player in the precipitation cycle.

5.4 Heat and moisture budgets
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5.4.1 Monthly time series

Time series of the apparent heat source Ql and the apparent moisture sink Q2 over the

IFA are illustrated month by month in Figure 5.9, along with time series of the IFA-mean

SST, 100G-hPa wind speed, GMS brightness temperature, surface latent and net longwave

radiative heat fluxes. A 1-2-1 filter was applied. Such detailed information of long-term

surface and upper-air data is unique for studying the interaction between the ocean and the

atmosphere and was generally unavailable in previous field experiments.

In November (Figure 5.9a) , the IFA-mean surface wind speed generally remained below

3 m S-I, except for a moderate westerly wind burst in early and middle November and a few

convective cases. Moderate heating/drying occurred above 500 hPa between 1 November

and 4 November with peaks located between 350 and 400 hPa, while some weak cooling

and moistening existed at middle and lower levels, similar to the features found within anvil

clouds (Houze 1982; Johnson and Young 1983). Although most research vessels were not

on site during this period, GMS satellite maps (not shown) indicate frequent cirrus around

the IFA from dissipating convective systems.

Associated with a moderate westerly wind burst, low-level winds started to intensify

on 5 November and reached a maximum at about 700 hPa on 13 November (Figure 5.5).

Heating and drying occurred a few days prior to the peak westerly wind burst. Surface latent

heat flux positively correlated with the surface wind speed and gradually increased from

about 80 W m-2 on 5 November to 150 W m-2 on 12 November. SSTs slowly decreased

with increasing wind speed due to heat loss from the ocean and vertical mixing in the near

surface ocean. Surface net longwave radiative flux varied little with time (around 60 W

m-2), although some small increases can be observed during sunny days. Between 10 and

11 November, a cloud system induced by broad convergence between low-level westerlies

and easterlies drifted from the east and passed through the IFA. Heating/drying generally

dominated throughout most of the troposphere. Here, Ql peaked between 400 and 500 hPa

while Q2 peaked at low levels. Strong moistening can be observed near the surface and

gradually extended upward, the latter presumably due to precipitation evaporation.
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Between 13 November and 5 December (except for two individual convective cases

around 24 and 27 November), the GMS brightness temperature over the IFA was relatively

high and remained nearly constant around 15°C. This period was characterized by very

weak surface winds, and surface latent heat flux remained around 80 W m-2 , slightly larger

than net longwave radiative flux. Due to the light winds and absent deep convection, this

period can be defined as the undisturbed phase of the ISO. The atmosphere warmed and

dried at low levels and cooled and moistened above (500 to 700 hPa) , suggesting frequent

shallow cumulus clouds (Nitta and Esbensen 1974) and cumulus congestus, consistent with

MIT radar scans which show only isolated cumulonimbus during this undisturbed period

(TCIPO TOGA COARE Operations Summary 1993). Rainrate analyses derived from MIT

radar (Rickenbach and Rutledge 1996a) also indicated rainfall was light during this undis

turbed period, and most rainfall was from sub-MCS (mesoscale convective system) non

linear convective systems. Weak cooling, probably due to radiation, dominated throughout

most of the middle and upper troposphere. Since the heat transfer from the ocean to the

atmosphere was weak and the absorbed solar radiation by the ocean surface was high due to

less cloud cover (Weller and Anderson 1996), SSTs gradually increased with time (except

for the period with individual deep convection) during the undisturbed period and reached

a maximum in early December, providing a favorable environment for deep convection to

develop later.

The period between 5 and 12 December was still characterized by light surface winds

(Figure 5.9b). However, heating and drying over the IFA was stronger. Values OfQl peaked

between 500 and 800 hPa, while Q2 peaked between 700 and 850 hPa, generally higher than

those during the undisturbed phase, but lower than those during deep convective systems,

suggesting the gradual development of midlevel cumuli. The vertical shear during this

period was very weak (Figure 5.5). Having reached a maximum of 30.4°C on 3 December,

SSTs started to slightly decrease under increasing cloud cover (decreasing brightness tem

perature). In the meantime, the surface latent heat flux remained nearly constant between

80 and 100 W m-2•

The most intense convection over the IFA occurred in middle and late December,

prior to the peak westerly wind burst around 1 January. Westerlies started to appear
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near the surface over the IFA in early December and gradually developed and intensified,

although the middle and upper troposphere was still dominated by easterlies (Figure 5.5).

Tropical cyclones Kina and Nina in the southwest Pacific reinforced low-level westerlies

(McBride et al. 1995). The moderate vertical wind shear favored organized deep convection.

There were several major convective events around 11-15 December and 21-25 December,

mainly due to low-level large-scale convergence of easterlies and westerlies. Time series

of GMS brightness temperature show several distinct troughs during these events. Both

the surface wind speeds and surface latent heat fluxes increased dramatically when the

convection occurred within the IFA, although net longwave radiative flux remained nearly

the same. SSTs gradually decreased as latent and sensible heat fluxes from the ocean to the

atmosphere, vertical mixing in the upper ocean, and cloud cover increased. Strong heating

dominated throughout the troposphere but the surface cooled weakly. All of these cases

show a similar order of magnitude of peak heating (more than 10 K day-1) between 350

and 500 hPa. However, the apparent moisture sink Q2 shows distinctly different patterns

in these cases. The first convective period (11-15 December) shows separated peaks of Q1

and Q2, suggestive of vigorous deep convection (Luo and Yanai 1984). However, during

the 21-24 December period, the Q2 peaks shifted upward becoming more coincident with

the Q1 peaks, suggesting a greater contribution from stratiform precipitation as the wind

shear increased (e.g., Johnson and Young 1983). Strong evaporative moistening began at

low levels, then gradually deepened. Rickenbach and Rutledge (1996a), based on MIT

Doppler radar data, estimated total and non-convective rainrates (their Figure 6) within

the radar sample area (about one fourth of the IFA). Contribution from non-convective

rainfall was quite small (less than 15 %) during early December, gradually increased with

strengthening vertical wind shear, and then almost dominated the total rainfall during the

21-25 December period (more than 60 %). Here, rawinsonde and radar data yield very

consistent information on organization of vertical wind shear on convective and stratiform

cloud elements and their contribution to surface rainfall.

From 27 December to 2 January, a few days after the convective phase, surface wind

speed continued to increase, partly due to the influence of tropical cyclones Kina and
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Nina. SSTs continued to drop with increasing loss of heat by evaporation and strong ocean

mixing. The troposphere cooled between 400 and 850 hPa, presumably due to radiative

cooling and/or evaporative cooling from stratiform clouds. Weak warming existed between

200 and 350 hPa, consistent with satellite maps that show thin cirrus advecting from the

convective systems east of the IFA (Velden and Young 1994). Weak warming below 850

hPa was probably induced by enhanced heat fluxes from the ocean surface inthELSlrQnlL

winds. These features are consistent with the Q2 profiles, which show moistening at middle

and lower levels.

From 4 January to 15 January, low-level westerlies weakened and reversed to weak

easterlies (Figure 5.5). Although scattered convection persisted at the south end of the

IFA between 4 and 6 January, intense deep convection was generally absent over the IFA,

and the GMS brightness temperature was relatively high (Figure 5.9c). Both the surface

wind speed and latent heat flux dramatically decreased to their values of the undisturbed

phase. SSTs, after reaching a minimum (about 28.8°C) around 5 January, started to

recover. Some disorganized isolated cumuli (about 5-15 km in horizontal) again appeared

on MIT radar scans (TCIPO TOGA COARE Summary 1993). Moderate heating/drying

occasionally occurred with cooling and moistening dominating at other times. The 19

January case was another strong convective event. However, the synoptic situation was

quite different from the 21-25 December event. Easterly flow prevailed at low levels from

near the date line westward to the IFA, and convection over the IFA arrived from the

east with the easterly surge. Heating and drying dominated the entire troposphere with

peaks at the middle and upper levels. Within a few days after the deep convective case,

cooling/moistening dominated middle and lower levels, presumably due to evaporation of

stratiform precipitation. SSTs decreased as the convection intensified, then recovered later.

Toward late January, the surface wind gradually strengthened as another westerly wind

burst approached. Surface latent heat flux increased while SSTs gradually decreased.

February was a month with much chaotic convection over the IFA (Figure 5.9d). The

convection was suppressed between 1 and 8 February, when lower levels were again domin

ated by strong westerly flow. In middle and late February, westerly flows, although weaker
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than those in early February, still dominated levels below 500 hPa (Figure 5.5). Quite

a few large Ql peaks were located in the middle and upper troposphere with weak cool

ing at lower levels, probably induced by mesoscale downdrafts. Large Q2 peaks were also

located at middle and upper levels, similar to the altitudes of Ql peaks, indicating that

stratiform clouds dominated the IFA during this period. The most interesting feature is at

lower levels where Q2 shows strong moistening below about 700 hPa throughout almost the

entire month. This moistening could be a consequence of precipitation evaporation and/or

evaporation by shallow cumuli (Nitta and Esbensen 1974). SSTs varied little in February

due to convection intermittency.

5.4.2 Mean profiles

In order to examine the representative heating profiles over the western Pacific warm

pool, Figure 5.10 compares the normalized Ql over the IFA, the GSA, the Marshall Islands

(Yanai et al. 1973), and the GATE region (Thompson et al. 1979). All profiles represent

composites of many tropical convective systems. The IFA was mainly located in the min

imum rainfall band along the equator while the GSA included the minimum rainfall band

along the equator and the double ITCZ to the north and south of the equator. The other

two profiles are from the ITCZ bands over the western Pacific and eastern Atlantic, respect

ively. The heating profiles over the western Pacific, although from regions with distinctly

different characteristics, are surprisingly similar to one another. Their peaks are located

between 400 and 450 hPa. The curve from the eastern Atlantic ITCZ has a lower heating

peak located at about 600 hPa, which Thompson et al. (1979) attribute to the different

cloud population and lower SSTs in the GATE region.

Houze (1982) assessed atmospheric net heating produced by a mature tropical cloud

cluster. In total, the convective and stratiform clouds enhance heating of the middle and up

per troposphere by latent heating within convective and mesoscale updrafts; weak warming

or cooling at low levels results from the balance between latent heating in the convective

region and evaporative cooling within mesoscale downdrafts. The heating profile is dis

tinctly different from the one produced by convective clouds alone, in which latent heating
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dominates throughout the troposphere. Hartmann et al. (1984) investigated the sensitivity

of simulated tropical east-west circulations using a conventional profile for the convective

region and one from a mature cloud cluster (given by Houze 1982). They suggest that

the mature cloud cluster heating profile may provide the appropriate vertical distribution

of tropical diabatic heating in many cases. Although this might be the case for individual

large mesoscale convective systems (MCSs) that may last at most a feVi'days, the results

here suggest that the long-term mean heating profiles over the western Pacific warm pool

have large positive contributions at all levels of the troposphere, implying that contributions

from shallow cumuli are important. The frequent presence of shallow cumulus clouds over

the warm pool warms the low levels by condensational heating, which appears to offset the

cooling contribution of the stratiform region at low levels.

Although the heating profiles over different regions of the western Pacific warm pool

are similar to one another, the drying/moistening profiles are significantly different. Figure

5.1'1 shows the rainfall-normalized lOP-mean Q2 over the lFA and the OSA with the lTCZ

profiles from Yanai et al. (1973) and Thompson et al. (1979). The curve from Yanai et

al. (1973) indicates a double-peak structure with a drying minimum near 600 hPa. The

lower peak is at about 700 hPa while the higher peak is about 500 hPa. Johnson (1984)

proposed that the double-peak structure is a result of the combination of two distinctly

different drying processes. He suggested that the lower peak is a result of cumulus updrafts

in the convective region, while the higher one comes from the mesoscale updrafts within

anvil clouds. The profile over the OSA also indicates a double-peak structure. However,

the magnitude is about half of that from Yanai et al. (1973), and the lower drying peak is

between 800 and 850 hPa. The most striking difference is in the curve for the lFA, which

indicates strong moistening below 850 hPa with a peak near 950 hPa. This moistening is

probably due to strong evaporation and upward transport of moisture by shallow cumuli

during high winds, as was observed in the trade wind zones (Nitta and Esbensen 1974).

Figure 5.12 illustrates the lOP-mean pressure-latitude cross sections of Q1 and Q2 av

eraged between 1500 E and 160oE, where sounding stations were dense during the COARE

lOP. The double rTCZ can be clearly identified, as has been found in Lin and Johnson
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(1996a). The convergence zone over the Northern Hemisphere was located between 2°N

and 5°N; the heating peaked (more than 4 K day-I) between 350 and 600 hPa (Fig. 5.12a).

A secondary heating maximum was located around 700 and 850 hPa, suggesting a different

cloud population. The Q2 peak (Figure 5.12b) was generally located around 850 hPa, much

lower than the primary QI peak, indicating the dominance of the convective component

north of the equator. The convergence zone over the Southern Hemisphere was located

between 80 S and 50 S and produced a different pattern of Q2 profiles. Both the heating and

drying peaks were located between 400 and 500 hPa, suggesting more stratiform precipita

tion over the Southern Hemisphere convergence zone. The IFA was located between the two

convergence zones and the heating rate was much weaker, with the heating maximum located

around 350 and 450 hpa. In contrast, the lOP-mean profile of Q2 between the ITCZ bands

near the equator, while exhibiting drying aloft, shows moistening below 850 hPa between

ION and 4°S. Time series of Q2 (Figure 5.9) show that this moistening occurred primarily

during the westerly wind bursts, presumably as a result of strong evaporation and upward

transport of moisture by shallow cumuli.

5.5 Smnmary and discussions

In this chapter, rawinsonde, surface and satellite data collected from the 4-month .

TOGA COARE lOP have been used to investigate the distributions of heating, moistening,

rainfall, and evaporation over the western Pacific warm pool. Three westerly wind bursts

were observed during the COARE lOP, with the most prominent one peaking around 1

January. Convective heating and moistening were strongly modulated by the tropospheric

vertical wind shear associated with tropical low-frequency oscillations. Heavy precipitation

usually fell 1 to 3 weeks prior to. the peak westerly wind bursts. Deep convection was

generally suppressed over the IFA during peak westerly winds.

Comparison of surface latent heat fluxes suggests coherence over a relatively large

area on time scales of a day or longer. Surface latent heat flux was positively correlated

with surface wind speed and varied between 50 and 100 W m-2 during light winds to

more than 200 W m-2 during strong westerly wind bursts. In order to obtain evaporation
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estimates over the LSA to use in moisture-budget computations of precipitation, we adjusted

ECMWF evaporation fields for the LSA based on intercomparisons between buoy estimates

and ECMWF values over the IFA. The ECMWF-adjusted lOP-mean latent heat fluxes

over the LSA show a minimum evaporation band along the equator in association with

weak equatorial surface winds. Evaporation gradually increased to the north and south,

associated with enhanced northeast and southeast trades.

Surface sensible heat fluxes estimated from buoys and ships does not follow the pattern

of surface wind speed, whereas ECMWF fluxes do. Peak values from buoys and ships

were normally observed when deep convective systems were present occurring over the

IFA, suggesting convective and mesoscale downdrafts are the main factors in enhancing the

change of surface sensible heat flux (also see Saxen 1996). The ECMWF-adjusted IOP

mean sensible heat flux exhibits two maximum bands to the north and south of the. equator,

appropriately coinciding with a double ITCZ in the western Pacific.

The Q2 budget-determined lOP-mean rainfall distribution over the LSA is compared

with two satellite remote sensing results SSM/I retrievals and GPI, and with the ECMWF

model forecasts. All four methods indicate an east-west zone with minimum rainfall along

the equator. Two heavy rainfall bands, coinciding with the double ITCZ, were located

to the north and south of the equator. The IFA was mainly located within the minimum

rainfall band near the equator. During the COARE lOP, heavy precipitation, high clouds,

and the positive SST anomalies were all located near the date line, and decreased toward

the west. Although the four methods produced similar large-scale rainfall patterns over

the tropical western Pacific, the ECMWF and GPI rainfalls in general are about 3 to 6

mm day-I higher than those from the Q2 budget estimation and SSM/I measurements.

Comparison of time series of the IFA-mean rainfall rate indicates that the budget-derived

rainfall rate and SSM/I retrievals are in close agreement-the lOP-mean values both being

5.6 mm day-I. GPI usually overestimated the rainfall rate due to the frequent occurrence

of non-precipitating cirri over the western Pacific warm pool. The ECMWF time series

does not match the other rainfall estimates owing to the incomplete ingestion of COARE

sounding data into the operational analyses.
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Large-scale westerly wind bursts associated with the ISOs significantly modulated con

vection, surface fluxes, and SSTs. The December-January event was well captured by the

COARE sounding network and may serve as a typical example to study the air-sea inter

action over the warm pool. About 25 to 45 days prior to the peak westerly wind burst

around 1 January, deep convection was generally suppressed and shallow cumuli were fre

quently present over the IFA. SSTs gradually increased due to strong absorption of solar

radiation and less evaporation and ocean mixing in association with light surface winds,

providing a favorable environment for deep convection to occur later. Middle-level clouds,

as inferred from the heat and moisture budgets, gradually developed after the undisturbed

period, as weak westerly winds appeared near the surface. The dynamical control of organ

ized convection by tropospheric vertical wind shear (Ludlam 1980; Moncrieff and Klinker

1996) can be clearly observed. Low-level westerlies eventually strengthened and deep con

vection occurred over the IFA about 15 days prior to the peak westerly wind burst. A

large separation of Ql and Q2 peaks at this time suggests a dominance of deep convection

(e.g., Luo and Yanai 1984). As the low-level westerlies intensified and the vertical wind

shear increased, budget results indicate that convective systems with a greater stratiform

component occurred over the IFA as evidenced by the juxtaposition of Ql and Q2 maxima.

Rainrate analyses from MIT Doppler radar (Rickenbach and Rutledge 1996a) also support

our budget findings. The Q2 profiles exhibit a double-peak structure, as has been found

elsewhere in the western Pacific (e.g., Yanai et al. 1973). Both the surface wind speed and

latent heat flux dramatically increased after the heaviest rainfall. SSTs continued to drop

due to large loss of heat by evaporation and ocean mixing. During this period of strong

vertical wind shear, lower levels cooled and moistened with warming and drying in middle

and upper troposphere, similar to what happens in the presence of stratiform clouds (Houze

1982; Johnson and Young 1983). During the peak westerlies, deep convection was generally

suppressed and strong moistening occurred at middle and lower levels.

During the COARE lOP, locations east of the ISO-related deep convection were usually

characterized by higher SSTs, weaker surface winds, and lower surface heat fluxes than

those to the west (Lin and Johnson 1996b). Observations from the Central Equatorial
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Pacific Experiment (CEPEX) indicate similar results (Flatau et al. 1996). This evidence

is in contrast with the wind induced surface heat exchange (WISHE) mechanism (Emanuel

1987; Neelin et al. 1987; Yano and Emanuel 1991) which is used to explain the maintenance

and eastward propagation of the IS0s.

The IFA was mainly located within a minimum rainfall band along the equator while

the OSA included the minimum rainfall band and two ITCZ heavy-rainfall bands. The

magnitudes and altitudes of heating peaks of the rainfall-normalized Ql profiles over the

IFA and OSA are very similar to the one derived over a tropical western Pacific ITCZ band

(Yanai et al. 1973), suggesting these profiles are representative of long-term mean heating

rates over the western Pacific warm pool. In contrast, the Q2 profiles are distinctly different

over these compared regions. The profile over the ITCZ band (Yanai et al. 1973) exhibits

drying throughout the entire troposphere with a double-peak structure. Near the equator,

however, low-level moistening (below 1.5 km) is evident in the profile averaged over the

IFA, probably due to strong evaporational moistening and upward transport of moisture

by shallow cumuli during high winds.

Mesoscale convection and the organizing effect of wind shear on cloud elements are not

properly resolved or parameterized in general circulation models (Moncrieff and Klinker

1995). Convective organization and oceanic response associated with the ISOs are still not

well understood. The cloud resolving model (CRM) is valuable in estimating the statistical

properties of cumuli (e.g. Soong and Ogura 1980; Soong and Tao 1980; Krueger 1988;

Xu et al. 1992) and evaluating the interaction between mesoscale convection and surface

fluxes (Jabouille et al. 1996; Trier et al. 1996). The observed and diagnosed surface and

upper air data not only provide the time-evolving large-scale forcings (i.e., the large-scale

advective tendencies of temperature and moisture, and varying SSTs), but also serve as

the verification for the CRM (Grabowski et al. 1996; Xu and Randall 1996). The TOGA

COARE data, with much more detailed long-term information of surface fluxes and SSTs

at various scales, and of different large-scale environmental conditions in connection with

the ISOs, are expected to yield more fruitful results.



Chapter 6

DIURNAL VARIATION IN CONVECTION

6.1 Introduction

Numerous observations have indicated that the strongest convection over summer con

tinents occurs in the late afternoon or early evening due to dominant daytime boundary

layer heating except in regions where land-sea contrast and/or orographic forcings are

strong (Wallace 1975). Over tropical oceans far from continents, although the diurnal vari

ations are ultimately induced by daily-varying solar warming/longwave cooling of the ocean

and the atmosphere, they are further complicated by large-scale forcings, radiation-cloud

interactions, and air-sea interactions.

Gray and Jacobson (1977) noticed a large diurnal cycle of oceanic, tropical, deep cu

mulus convection: The more intense the deep convection and the more it is associated with

organized weather disturbances, the more likely a morning maximum appears in the diurnal

cycle. Many later observations over tropical oceans based on rawinsonde and satellite data

support their findings (Foltz and Gray 1979; McBride and Gray 1980; Murakami 1983;

Mapes and Houze 1993; Chen and Houze 1996). Gray and Jacobson (1977) hypothesized

that this diurnal cycle likely resulted from day-versus-night variations in tropospheric radi

ational cooling between the weather system and its surrounding cloud-free region (referred to

as radiation-dynamics-convection interactions by Randall et al. 1991). The atmosphere has

to compensate longwave radiative cooling by large-scale subsidence warming. The cloudy,

convectively active region would experience less radiative cooling (thus less downward mo

tion) during the night than the surrounding cloud-free region. Therefore deep convection

is more likely to be enhanced during the night where there is pre-existing convection, and
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suppressed over the cloud-free region. The difference of the net heating profiles between

weather disturbances and their surrounding cloud-free region becomes smaller during the

day due to shortwave heating so that the strongest deep convection usually occurs in early

morning. The horizontal gradient of radiative cooling between cloudy and cloud-free regions

is considered to be the dominant mechanism for driving the diurnal cycle.

Randall et al. (1991) investigated diurnal variability of the hydrologic cycle in a general

circulation model (GeM). Their results indicated that an oceanic diurnal cycle of precip

itation occurred in the absence of neighboring continents and tended to have a morning

maximum. When the radiative effects of clouds were omitted, the simulated diurnal cycle

of precipitation was much weaker. Their GCM simulations showed that the stabilization

due to absorption of solar radiation by clouds would tend to suppress convection during the

afternoon, relative to the period before sunrise, to such an extent that the direct radiation

convection interactions alone can account qualitatively for the observed diurnal cycle of

precipitation over oceans. The vertical gradient of radiative heating/cooling is considered

as the dominant mechanism for dr.iving the diurnal cycle.

The above two mechanisms on atmospheric diurnal variability assume a pre-existence

of large-scale weather disturbances, so that the cloud radiative forcings can take effect.

Over the western Pacific warm pool, we could observe not only frequent large-scale weather

disturbances, but also many clear-sky situations with only scattered shallow cumulus clouds,

especially outside of the ITCZ bands. However, the diurnal variability of the ocean and

the atmosphere associated with these clear-sky scattered-cloud situations has rarely been

documented in previous studies due to sparse observations and weak signals. Regional and

periodic diurnal cycle in convection can be distinctly different due to the roles played by

different interaction mechanisms and large-scale forcings (Albright et al. 1985).

Figure 6.1 shows time series of a few surface variables measured at the IMET buoy

during COARE lOP (taken from Weller and Anderson 1996). Strong diurnal variability

in SST, apparently due to clear sky and light wind conditions, can be observed about

1-3 weeks before the ISO-related heavy precipitation. Frequent shallow cumulus clouds

and cumulus congestus could be observed in the afternoon during the undisturbed period
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(TCIPO TOGA COARE Operations Summary 1993). The diurnal signals were greatly

diminished during the periods of high winds and/or heavy precipitation. From the viewpoint

of an oceanographer, a diurnal cycle at the sea surface occurs when solar heating warms

and stabilizes the upper ocean, thus limiting the downward penetration of turbulent wind

mixing (Price et al. 1986). This stability competes with surface winds which tend to

increase downward turbulent mixing and surface evaporation. If surface winds are light

under clear sky, a thin layer of warm water usually forms near the surface, and skin SSTs

tend to closely follow the diurnal cycle of the sun (Lukas and Webster 1992). Warmer

ocean surface in the afternoon increases the atmospheric convective instability, providing

a favorable environment for cumulus clouds to develop. During the disturbed periods,

downdrafts and gust fronts from organized convection usually cool the ocean surface by

strong mixing and upward heat transfer, thus surface diurnal variability is suppressed.

Table 6.1 shows some characteristics of the ocean and the atmosphere during undisturbed

and disturbed periods.

I the undisturbed period I the disturbed period ~

weather conditions clear sky, light winds cloudy sky, strong winds
vertical wind shear weak moderate to strong

large-scale forcing (advection) weak moderate to strong
cloud radiative forcing weak moderate to strong

diurnal variabilities at the surface large small
downward turbulent mixing small large

surface evaporation moderate large

Table 6.1: Some characteristics of the ocean and the atmosphere during undisturbed and
disturbed periods.

Although some efforts have been made to investigate possible roles of SSTs and surface

heat fluxes on diurnal variabilities of convection (e.g., Ostapoff and Worthem 1974; Green

hut 1978; Price et al. 1986), there are few systematic studies to quantitatively document

the interactive diurnal nature of the ocean surface and overlying atmosphere for both dis

turbed and undisturbed conditions. Some recent cloud modeling studies have been trying

to understand roles of vertical wind shear, large-scale forcings, cloud-radiative effect, and
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microphysics on diurnal convective variability (e.g., Sui et al. 1997; Liu and Moncrieff

1997). It is important to compare modeling results in some way with observations.

The objective of this chapter is to separate the entire COARE lOP into several different

phases of the 1505, and quantitatively document the diurnal variability of the ocean surface

and the atmosphere during (1) clear-sky, light-wind, (2) cloudy-sky, strong-wind conditions.

Observational data were available in GATE; howeverLc!itt.!,~_~y~~~~iJity in the eastern

Atlantic is significantly affected by the African continent. Therefore the COARE data

represent a first real chance to get at the diurnal cycle over the open ocean, presumably far

enough away from land masses to avoid contamination by them.

In this study, gridded dataset computed from corrected rawinsonde data released by

NCAR were used (see Lin and Johnson 1996a for detailed information). In order to better

resolve low-level features, wind measurements from ISS wind profilers were also merged

into the COARE rawinsonde data (Ciesielski et al. 1996). GMS brightness temperature

data, IMET buoy data, and MIT Doppler radar data were used to supplement the analysis.

6.2 Clear-sky, light-wind conditions

Figure 6.2 shows the unfiltered time series (at 6-h intervals) of Qll Q2, 1000 hPa

wind speed, and TEE over the IFA, along with SST and latent heat flux measured at

the IMET buoy between 11 November and 10 December. This period is also coincident

with the first cruise of R/V Vickers when MIT radar rainrate estimation is available. The

most significant feature is the prominent diurnal variability in SST between 14 and 22

November, and between 28 November and 5 December (indicated by dotted lines). As

shown in Chapters 4 and 5, these two periods were generally characterized by very weak

surface winds (less than 2 m S-I), and surface latent heat fluxes remained around 80 W

m-2 • Except for two individual convective cases around 24 and 27 November, the GMS

brightness temperatures over the IFA were relatively high and remained nearly constant

around 15°C, suggesting frequent clear skies. Ql and Q2 profiles generally showed weak

heating/cooling and drying/moistening throughout the troposphere. Due to the light winds

and absent deep convection, we also define this period as the undisturbed phase of the
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ISO, and locally it would have minimum contributions from the cloud-radiative effect and

large-scale advection.

Rickenbach and Rutledge (1996a) categorized observed precipitating events during the

COARE lOP into four groups based on MIT radar data: (1) sub-MCS non-linear; (2)

sub-MCS linear; (3) MCS linear; (4) MCS non-linear. They found that although most

of the rainfall was associated with MCS scale systems. sub-MCS scale convection was the

most common and produced a significant portion of the total rainfall. Figure 6.3a shows

time series of total and non-convective rainrates (in mm day-I) for cruise 1 (Figure 6a in

Rickenbach and Rutledge 1996a). The time intervals when events of each type were present

are also shown. Time series of radar-derived total rainrates coincides very well with time

series of Ql and Q2 profiles from large-scale sounding data, indicating consistency of the

data between two different observing platforms. During the two periods when SSTs showed

a pronounced diurnal variability, rainrates were generally very low. Precipitating events

were dominated by sub-MCS non-linear systems, and most of the rainfall was convective.

Fig. 6.3b illustrates an example of the sub-MCS non-linear system (from TCIPO

TOGA COARE Operations Summary 1993). It is typically with an MLO (maximum

level of organization) spatial scale :$ 100 km, and does not display linear organization

(Rickenbach and Rutledge 1996a). During COARE lOP, it was usually characterized by

a field of popcorn-type isolated convective cells or small groups of cells. Rickenbach and

Rutledge (1996a) found that these sub-MCS non-linear systems were present over the IFA

for more than 50% of the time and contributed to more than 10% of the total rain volume.

Diurnal variations (at 1-h intervals) in surface latent and sensible heat fluxes, SST,

and surface air temperature under the clear-sky, light-wind condition (for periods between

14 and 22 November, and between 28 November and 5 December) are shown in Figure

6.4. The averaged SST usually reached its peak at 14 LST, and was about l.O°C higher

during the noon hours than the minimum at 06 LST. On individual days, the SST difference

between the day and night could be more than 2°C. Surface latent heat flux was often about

20 to 30 W m-2 higher in the early afternoon than that during the night. Both surface

air temperature and surface sensible heat flux appeared to follow a similar solar heating
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cycle, although the magnitude of the diurnal cycle in air temperature is small. Combining

both oceanic observations and mixed-layer model results, Webster et a!. (1996) showed

that under clear and calm weather, there was a significant increase of skin SST due to solar

insolation during the day. However, this increase of surface temperature hardly penetrated

the mixed layer 5 m below the surface, and the peak heating at 4.5 m depth occurred about

7 hours a,fter the maximum value of skin SST. In summary, weak downward mixing and

high insolation made the ocean surface during the clear-sky, light-wind condition behave

similarly to the continental land surface in summer.

Figure 6.5 shows the diurnal variabilities in divergence, vertical motion, temperature

deviation, and Q2 over the IFA under the clear-sky, light-wind condition. Weak convergence

can be observed below 670 hPa in the afternoon (16L) with a maximum near the surface.

Divergence generally dominated the middle levels with a peak around 300 hPa. Toward late

evening, low-level convergence gradually weakened and the largest convergence occurred

between 670 and 750 hPa. Strong divergence dominated the low levels from late night

to early morning, similar to those results obtained by Nitta and Esbensen (1974) for the

disturbed period over the tropical Atlantic Ocean.

There is a clear diurnal variation in vertical motion profiles. In the afternoon, weak

upward motion extended from the surface to about 300 hPa with a peak at about 630 hPa,

probably an indication of the dominance of shallow cumulus and cumulus congestus. Some

deep precipitating cells may also develop in the afternoon and coexist with populations

of shallow clouds (confirmed by radar rainrate analysis). Near early morning (04 LST),

downward motion generally dominated the entire troposphere with a peak at about 700

hPa. Since there were no large-scale convective systems during this undisturbed period,

the afternoon-to-evenin,g upward motion was likely induced by higher skin SSTs in the

afternoon.

Temperature deviation from the daily mean T' clearly indicates that the atmospheric

temperatures during the day are warmer than those during the night. Two afternoon

maximum/morning-minimum couplets can be noticed at 1000 hPa and between 400 and

500 hPa. The near-surface one is apparently induced by diurnal SST variations, and the
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difference is about l.O°C, consistent with the buoy data. The midlevel one could possibly

be related to (1) shortwave absorption (Randall et al. 1991) and/or (2) latent heat re

lease associated with the popcorn-type precipitating cells. The temperature difference is

about 0.7°C. Between 600 and 900 hPa, the afternoon-vs-morning temperature difference

is generally quite small (about 0.2 - 0.3°C). Q2 profiles indicate drying throughout the

middle and low troposphere from the afternoon to early evening, also suggesting existence

of precipitating cells associated with the higher SSTs in the afternoon. Moistening can be

observed at middle and low levels from late night to early morning with a peak located

at 750 hPa, probably indicating detrainment from shallow cumulus clouds near a weak

tradewind inversion layer.

Based on the above observations, we hypothesize that there are always some popula

tions of shallow cumulus clouds over the western Pacific warm pool during the undisturbed

period. In the afternoon, due to higher skin SSTs and weaker radiative cooling, some deep

precipitating cells can also develop and ~oexist with those shallow clouds. These precip

itating cells contribute to drying the middle and lower atmosphere, competing with the

moistening effect of non-precipitating shallow clouds. From late night to early morning,

lower skin SSTs and stronger radiative cooling will favor compensating downward mo

tion. A weak tradewind inversion layer is formed, while precipitating cells are suppressed.

Moistening by detrainment from shallow cumuli is dominant. It is necessary to point out

that although evidence of tradewind inversion can be noticed, it is usually very weak over

the warm pool, and detrainment from shallow cumuli can extend to middle levels.

Further evidence of the moistening effect from the late-night-to-early-morning shallow

cumuli can also be seen in Figure 6.6. Mter the passage of a deep convective system in 11

November, relative humid~ty at middle and low levels dropped dramatically (e.g., between

400 and 850 hPa, the 48% contour). During the following undisturbed phase (e.g., between

14 and 22 November), middle- and low-level relative humidity gradually recovered. Precip

itable water between middle levels and the surface gradually increased. Since moistenings

occurred above mixed layer, it can only be explained by vertical transport/detrainment by

clouds or by horizontal advection. Since horizontal advection was weak under the clear-sky,
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light-wind condition, the most probable mechanism for moistening middle and low levels is

through detrainment of those shallow cumuli from late night to early morning.
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Figure 6.6: Time series of (a) relative humidity (%) profiles; (b) precipitable water (in g,
400-1000 hPa; 500-1000 hPa; 600-1000 hPa) over the IFA between 11 November and 10
December, 1992.

The results derived from large scale observations require support from information of

local cloud populations. Figure 6.7 shows the diurnal variation in rainfall for sub-MCS

non-linear events under the clear-sky, light-wind condition (courtesy of Drs. Rickenbach

and Rutledge). There is a clear afternoon maximum in rainfall for those popcorn-type

precipitating cells, consistent with what we hypothesized from wand Q2 plots. Indeed,

most of the rainfall was from convective component. There is almost no indication of
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diurnal variation in non-convective rain. Figure 6.8 further illustrates that under the clear

sky, light-wind condition, tops of most precipitating cumuli were located between 5 and 7

km.

It is necessary to add that the diurnal variabilities we described and hypothesized above

are only a plausible scenario supported in someway by rawinsonde and radar observations.

Information about populations of non-precipitating shallow clouds would provide a test for

it. It is unfortunate that neither radar nor satellite data can provide such information. In the

near future, we will probably have to rely on cloud photos from ship-based full-sky camera

to further examine the diurnal variabilities during the clear-sky, light-wind condition.

6.3 Cloudy-sky, strong-wind conditions

Figure 6.9 shows the unfiltered time series (at 6-h intervals) of Ql, Q2, 1000 hPa wind

speed, and TBB averaged over the IFA, and SST and latent heat flux measured at the IMET

buoy between 11 December and 10 January. Deep convection associated with the December

ISO occurred vigorously over the IFA between 11 and 25 December (indicated by a dashed

line), about 1 to 3 weeks prior to peak westerly wind burst around 1 January. Strong heating

dominated throughout the troposphere with peaks located between 350 and 500 hPa. As

tropospheric vertical wind shear increased, drying peaks gradually shifted from low levels

upward becoming more coincident with the Ql peaks, suggesting a greater contribution

from stratiform precipitation (Luo and Yanai 1984; Johnson and Young 1983). Strong

evaporative moistening began at low levels, then gradually deepened. Time series of GMS

TBB show several distinct troughs. Both the surface wind speeds and surface latent heat

fluxes increased dramatically when the convection occurred within the IFA. SSTs gradually

decreased as heat fluxes from the ocean to the atmosphere, vertical turbulent mixing in the

upper ocean, and cloud cover increased. Because of frequent occurrence of organized deep

convection, and strong surface winds, we also define this period as the disturbed phase of

the ISO.

The second cruise of RjV Vickers started in 21 December, 1992, and MIT radar unfor

tunately was not able to capture the whole sequence of deep convection in connection with
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Figure 6.7: Diurnal variation in MIT Doppler radar rainfall for sub-MCS non-linear events
under the clear-sky, light-wind condition (courtesy of Drs. Tom Rickenbach and Steve
Rutledge, CSU).
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condition prevailed.
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Figure 6.10: Continued. (b) A radar reflectivity map at a height of 2 km for a MCS scale
linear event on 24 December 1992.
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the December ISO. Rickenbach and Rutledge (1996a) found that MCS-scale linear systems

dominated the precipitating events between 21 and 27 December (Fig. 6.1Da, from Ricken

bach and Rutledge 1996a). Fig. 6.10b shows an example of the MCS-scale linear system

(from TCIPO TOGA COARE Operations Summary, 1993). As noted by Rickenbach and

Rutledge (1996a), these systems commenced as a line of convective cells forming within or

being advected into the radar sample area. Often, stratiform precipitation formed rearward

of the convective line. The convective line had. to remain coherent and greater than 100 km

in length for at least twenty minutes for the event to be characterized as a MCS scale linear

event (Rickenbach and Rutledge 1996). From Fig. 6.10a, it can be seen that most of the

rainrate was from non-convective component, consistent with findings inferred from heat

and moisture budgets (Lin and Johnson 1996b).

Chen et al. (1996) subdivided area covered by ::; 208K lR cloudiness by cloud cluster

size (4 being the largest and 1 the smallest) throughout the COARE lOP. They found

that the largest clusters had. the greatest diurnal variation, with a maximum in the early

morning. The smallest clusters were found to have only a minor diurnal variation. Based

on shipboard radar measurement, Rickenbach and Rutledge (1996b) also noticed there was

a nighttime maximum in rainfall from large convective systems.

lMET buoy data (Fig. 6.11) indicated that diurnal variation of SST became very small

during the disturbed phase (for period between 11 and 25 December) as a result of strong

mixing in the upper ocean, diminished incoming solar insolation, and strong evaporation.

Therefore, surface forcing induced by daytime solar heating can not explain the diurnal cycle

in convection at this stage. Near surface air temperature showed a minimum between 22

and 04 LST, and both sensible and latent heat fluxes showed weak maxima between night

and early morning and minima at 10 LST. Convective and mesoscale downdrafts induced

by deep convection are believed to be responsible for the enhancement of the surface fluxes

during the night.

During the disturbed phase, the divergence profiles (Fig. 6.12) generally showed con

vergence at low levels, and divergence in the upper troposphere. The maximum low-level

convergence occurred at 22 LST, while the maximum divergence was located around 200 hPa
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The cloudy sky medium wind condition (I MET buoy)
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, SST (Deg C), and near surface air temperature (Deg C) under the cloudy sky strong
wind condition. (IMET buoy data courtesy of Drs. Weller and Anderson, WHOI).
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in the early morning (04 LST). Both omega and Q2 profiles indicated that the strongest con

vection occurred between late evening and early morning with a maximum at 04 LST, con

sistent with many previous observational studies on diurnal variations in oceanic deep con

vection (e.g., Gray and Jacobson 1977). Diurnal variations of surface heat fluxes and surface

air temperature (decrease in SST, increases in fluxes) appeared to be responses of diurnal

variations in deep convection. T' profiles show primarily one a£ternoon-maximumjmorning

minimum couplet near tropopause, a clear indication of strong upper-level cloud-radiation

interactions (Randall et al. 1991). The largest afternoon-vs-morning temperature difference

is about 1.2°C. The temperature differences at middle and low levels are generally small.

Since considerable deep convection occurred over the night during the disturbed

phase, radiation-dynamics-convection interaction (Gray and Jacobson 1977) and/or direct

radiation-convection interaction (Randall et al 1991) might explain the diurnal variations

in convection during this disturbed stage. Xu and Randall (1995) examined the impact of

cloud-radiations using a 2-D cloud ensemble model. Their simulations confirmed the dom

inant role of the direct radiation-convection interaction mechanism, as proposed by Randall

et al. (1991). The radiation-dynamics-convection mechanism of Gray and Jacobson (1977)

was found to playa secondary role in the diurnal cycle of precipitation. In this study, with

only observational data, it is very hard to distinguish which mechanism is more important

in the western Pacific during the disturbed phase of the ISO.

6.4 Conclusions and discussion

In this chapter, diurnal variabilities of the atmosphere and ocean surface under two

distinctly different situations: the clear-sky, light-wind, and the cloudy-sky, strong-wind

conditions, are investigated. The undisturbed phase of the ISO was characterized by clear

sky and calm winds. Ocean surface usually warmed up quickly in the afternoon as a result

of high solar insolation, and weak turbulent mixing and evaporation. The diurnal variation

in convection is similar to the summer diurnal cycle over continents. In the afternoon, some

popcorn-type precipitating cells were usually enhanced over the warm pool in response to

strong surface heating. They tended to dry the atmosphere, competing with the moistening
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effect from coexisting shallow cumuli and cumulus congestus. From late night to early

morning, these precipitating cells were suppressed. Detrainment from the large populations

of shallow cumuli is hypothesized to be a dominant mechanism in moistening the middle

and low levels of the tropical atmosphere. This moistening would eventually provide a

favorable environment for ISO-related deep convection to occur later.

The disturbed phase of the ISO was characterized by frequent occurrence of organized

deep convection. The strong surface winds were induced by both ISO-related westerly wind

burst and convection-induced gust fronts. Diurnal variability in SST was greatly diminished

due to strong turbulent mixing in the upper ocean, strong evaporation, and decreasing solar

insolation. Organized deep convection tended to occur more frequently during the night and

usually had a maximum in early morning. The radiation-dynamics-convection mechanism

(Gray and Jacobson 1977) and/or direct radiation-convection mechanism (Randall et al

1991) may explain the early morning convection maximum during this period. The diurnal

variabilities in surface heat fluxes and surface air temperature appeared to be responses to

diurnal variation in deep convection.

In this study, based on our experience in analyzing various dataset over open oceans,

we would like to emphasize that there are large diurnal variabilities in convection over

the western Pacific warm pool. They can be distinctly different due to the role played

by different interaction mechanisms and large-scale forcings. It is more reasonable to pick

apart what is actually causing the variance in the diurnal variations of those atmospheric

and surface features, and then perform composite analyses. Otherwise, the composited

results would be messy and inconsistent. For example, besides the two conditions studied

in this chapter, there were situations when the clear-sky, strong-wind condition prevailed

over the IFA (between 27 December and 3 January, 1992). A few studies have tried to !J.se

satellite lR thresholds to separate COARE lOP into disturbed and suppressed phases, and

to investigate diurnal variation in precipitation (e.g., Sui et al. 1997; Chen and Houze 1996).

These simple classifications are too arbitrary and not to be based on possible mechanisms

of the diurnal cycle, and therefore we do not recommend them.



Chapter 7

DIAGNOSIS OF SHALLOW CUMULUS EFFECTS

In Chapter 5, we have found that the IFA-averaged Q2 profiles show strong low-level

moistening below about 700 hPa during the December and February westerly wind bursts.

This feature is prominent enough to impact the seasonal distribution of boundary-layer

moistening since the lOP-mean Q2 profile over the IFA also exhibits large negative values

at low levels. Considering the western Pacific warm pool experiences tpe greatest rainfall

of any oceanic region on earth, what then, is the cause of the negative Q2 at low levels

within the IFA? In Chapter 5, we have hypothesized that this low-level moistening is a

consequence of precipitation evaporation and/or evaporation by shallow cumuli, as found

by Nitta and Esbensen (1974) in Atlantic tradewind regimes. In this Chapter, we will

examine the heating and moistening distributions in more detail. A cloud spectral model

is utilized to identify which processes contribute to the low-level moistening.

The cloud spectral diagnostic method was developed by Ogura and Cho (1973), Cho

and Ogura (1974) and Nitta (1975) according to Arakawa's (1969) spectral representation

of cumulus clouds. Cho and Ogura (1974) adopted this approach to diagnose deep cumulus

effects over the tropical western Pacific. Nitta (1975) has applied this method to study

shallow cumulus regimes in the western Atlantic. Johnson (1976) implemented convective

downdrafts into the cloud spectral model. In this chapter, we repeat the derivation of this

diagnostic model based on Johnson (1976), and then describe how the computation based

on TOGA COARE data are performed. The aim of this study is two-fold: (1) to discuss

heating and moistening variabilities over the western Pacific warm pool for the westerly wind

burst and undisturbed periods; (2) to demonstrate how cumulus clouds respond to different

synoptic conditions associated with the 150s during the COARE lOP. Two periods in which
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shallow cumulus clouds dominated are selected: (1) the period during the peak westerly

wind burst when strong surface wind prevailed and deep convection was suppressed due to

strong vertical wind shear, and (2) a few weeks before the ISO-related heavy precipitation

when clear sky light wind condition prevailed. The latter is selected in order to assess

the role of surface winds and compare the similarities and differences between these two

ISO phases ~ith shallow cumulus clouds. Although shallow cumulus may have downdrafts

driven by evaporation of cloud water, the contribution from downdrafts are expected to be

small (e.g., as found by Nitta and So 1980), therefore we neglect their effects in the spectral

model.

7.1 The cloud spectral diagnostic model

As shown in Chapter 3, the apparent heat source Ql and the apparent moisture sink

Q2 (Yanai et al. 1973) equations can be written as:

Q
os _ _ _os (_ _) 0 -,-,

1 == -+v·V's+w- =QR+L c-e - -swot op op

(
0- 0-) 0-Q2 = -L ...i +v· Vq+w...i = L(c- e) +L-q'w'ot op op

Combing (7.1) and (7.2) we can get

(7.1)

(7.2)

(7.3)

where h = s + Lq is the moist static energy.

The large-scale mean mass flux M consists of two components: Mu. the mass flux in

cumulus updrafts, and M the environmental or between-cloud mass flux (here convective

downdrafts and mesoscale features are neglected). Thus

(7.4)
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In this steady-entraining plume model, each cumulus updraft has a characteristic en

trainment rate>' which uniquely determines the cloud depth (Ogura and Cho 1973; Arakawa

and Schubert 1974). It is assumed that the fractional mass entrainment rate is constant for

each cloud, i.e.,

1 {)-

( ' )~ m'IL(>"z):=>.,mu A,Z uZ
(7.5)

where m'IL(>" z) d>' is the mass flux contribution from cloud updrafts with entrainment

rates between>. - d>./2 and A+ dA/2. Assuming there exists a continuum of cloud sizes

or entrainment rates which can completely describe the cumulus population, we can solve

(7.5) and have

(7.6)

where mB is the cloud base mass flux distribution function and ZB is the height of the cloud

base. The total upward mass flux at any level due to all cumulus updrafts which penetrate

that level is

l
A(Z)

Mu(z):= mu(>',z) d>',
A=O

where >.(z) is the entrainment rate for clouds having tops at the height z.

Transforming (7.5) into pressure coordinates, we have:

(7.7)

(7.8)

where H := R~Tv is the scale height of an atmosphere with a virtual temperature Tv =

T(l + O.608q) and Rd is the gas constant for dry air. The solution of (7.8) is

(7.9)
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where

(lPE (>') >..H )
TJu(>",p) =exp P p dp

PB(>") is the cloud-base pressure level.

(7.10)

Assuming that radiative heating plays only a minor role in the growth of individual

cumulus clouds, the theory for a steady-state, entraining plume (Squires and Turner, 1962)

leads to the following form of the first law:

(7.11)

for the updraft. As has been shown in Ogura and Cho (1973) and Arakawa and Schubert

(1974), the moist static energy hu(>",p) within each cumulus updraft is given by integrating

(7.11) from cloud base PB(>") to the level p:

(7.12)

We assume that each cloud entrains through its entire depth up to some level PD(>")

where it loses its buoyancy and detrains. At this level the cloud virtual temperature,

Tve = Te(1 + 0.608qe - qz), equals the virtual temperature of the environment, where qz is

the cloud condensate mixing ratio and the subscript c refers to cloud values. This condition,

when combined with the two approximations (see Arakawa and Schubert 1974)

- 1 1 -T -T~ --(h -h*)
e 1+ e ,cp "I

- 1 "I (h h-*)q -q~--- -
e L1+'Y e ,

(7.13)

(7.14)

~d8 to the following expression for the cloud moist static energy at the detrainment level

PD:

h (p ) ~ k* - LJL(1 + "I) [0 608(q- _ q-) _ q]
1.1 D 1 + 0.608JL'Y . z , (7.15)

where q* is the saturation mixing ratio, k* IS the saturation moist energy, "I =
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Using larg~scale observational data, we can determine hu (PD) at each level from (7.15).

By assuming a cloud-base value of the moist static energy, >'D(P) at each level can be

determined by inverting (7.12).

The next step is to write the heat and moisture budget equations, especially the vertical

eddy transport terms, into spectral forms. The larg~scale average of any quantity a at any

level p can be written as:

(7.16)

where au, & are the values of a in the cloud updraft and environment. CT'l£(p), 1 - CTu(p)

represent the total fractional area occupied by updrafts and environment, respectively. The

eddy flux of any quantity a is given by (according to Yanai et al. 1973):

(7.17)

Taking the derivative of (7.17) with respect to p, we can get the spectral form of vertical

eddy transport term:

{} (-'-')
{}p aw =

(7.18)

Bringing (7.18) into the heat and moisture budget equations, we can write Ql and Q2

equations in the following spectral forms (see Johnson (1975) for more detailed derivation):

(7.19)

(7.20)
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where cloud mass flux mu,(,x,p) = -Uu,(,x) Wu,(,x,p), 5 = mu,(,xD,p)d,xD/dp the detrainment

rate, c(p) = J;D(P) c(,x,p) d,x the condensation rate, eu,(p) = J;D(P) eu(,x,p)d,x the evap

oration rate. Equation (7.19) indicates that Ql - QR is produced by three components:

environmental subsidence warming compensating the upward cumulus mass flux, cooling

results from the evaporation of detrained liquid water, and detrainment of heat from cloud

tops. Equation (7.20) indicates that the apparent moisture sink Q2 is produced byenviron

mental subsidence drying compensating the upward cumulus mass flus, moistening due to

evaporation of detrained liquid water, and detrainment of water vapor.

Adding (7.19) and (7.20):

(7.21)

Equation (7.21) is a Volterra integration equation of the second kind with only one unknown

function mB(,x). The most important step here is to numerically solve cloud base mass flux

distribution function mB(>') from (7.21) using large-scale data and computed >., and then

all the terms on the right hand sides of the heat and moisture budget equations can be

determined.

7.2 Data and numerical methods

Application of the cloud spectral diagnostic model requires information of net radiative

heating QR in the vertical. However, COARE observations could not provide detailed QR

information for the full range of atmospheric conditions. In this study, we have used National

Center for Atmospheric Research Community Climate Model (CCM2) one-dimensional ra

diation code (Kiehl et al. 1994). By neglecting effects of cloud layers, we can compute the

clear-sky shortwave and longwave radiative heating profiles at six-hourly intervals based

on IFA sounding and surface data. Although there are limitations to this procedure, our
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main emphasis will be on periods with scattered shallow cumulus clouds, and the deduced

clear-sky QR profiles are believed to be reasonable.

In order to obtain reliable diagnoses of the properties of the shallow cloud fields, the

COARE rawinsonde data augmented by 915 MHz wind profiler data (Ciesielski et al. 1996)

are used in this study to compensate data dropout problems in the ISS Omegasonde low-level

winds. The IFA-mean Q1 , Q2 , QR and other large-scale data are vertically interpolated

from 1000 to 75 hPa at 5 hPa intervals. Such a fine resolution is necessary in order to

adequately resolve different cloud populations.

The fractional mass entrainment rate AD(P) can be determined at each pressure level

from (7.12), using successive guesses of A. In this study, we assume that the level of cloud

base in tropical western Pacific is 950 hPa.

In this cloud spectral model, all clouds are assumed to originate from the same cloud

base, and the characteristic entrainment rate A(p) uniquely determines the cloud depth.

Therefore, A(p) should decrease monotonically with height (e.g., the deepest cloud, A= 0,

the shallowest, A= AD(PB)). However, our calculations from COARE data indicate that A

typically decreases rapidly from cloud base to 750 hPa, then slightly increases up to 550

hPa, and finally decreases again to upper troposphere. Similar feature has also been noticed

by Nitta (1975) over tropical Atlantic. We hypothesize it is a combined modulation of cloud

population by trade wind inversion at low levels and a weak stable layer (probably induced

by melting effect, Johnson et al. 1996) at middle levels. The increase of AD(P) between

middle and low levels suggests redevelopment of cumulus clouds after they overshooting the

trade wind inversion. These features will be discussed in the following sections. Since the

stable layer at middle levels is weak and AD(P) only slightly increases from low levels to

middle levels, we just set AD (p) values below equal to the value of midlevel peak ifthey are

less than it, so that we can solve the whole set of equations.

Equation (7.21) can be written in the following discretized form:

n

(Q1 - Q2 - QR)p =mB()'n) R(p) +L: a mB(Ai) K(Ai'p) 6. A
i=l

(7.22)
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where

An = (n - 1) l:::. A,

PB -P
k= ,

l:::.p

{
0.5

a-- 1

b_ { 0.5
- 1

Pi =PB - (j -1) l:::.p,

if i=l or n
otherwise

if j=l or k
otherwise

Equation (7.22) describes a system of linear algebraic equations whose coefficient form

a triangular matrix. After we choose l:::.A = 0.025km-1, (7.22) can be solved by back-

substitution.

7.3 Observed heating and moistening distributions

ne-IOP-mea-n--tnand-~:f1Jfofiles(noImalizedby-precipit-ation -rate feHowingJohnson

1984) for the OSA and IFA are shown in Fig. 7.1. Values for the Marshall Islands region

from Yanai et al. (1973) are shown for comparison. The OSA Q1 and Q2 profiles resemble

those for the Marshall Islands, except for the smaller amplitude of Q2 . This difference can

be explained by noting that the areas under the Q2 curves are proportional to 1 - Eo/Po

(Eo= evaporation rate, Po=precipitation rate; Johnson 1984), which has the values 0.79
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TOGA COARE IFA AVERAGE (11 Dec. to 17 Dec.)

Figure 7.2: Ql and Q2 profiles for convectively disturbed period (11-17 December 1992).
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and 0.56 for the Marshall Islands and COARE OSA, respectively. In addition, both the

COARE OSA and Marshall Islands Q2 profiles show a minimum near 600 hPa or 4 km,

which is associated with an inflection point in the specific humidity profile likely related in

some way to the effects of melting (Johnson et al. 1996).

The Q2 profile for the IFA, however, contrasts in several ways from those for the OSA

and Marshall Islands. First, negative values can be seen below 850 hPa or 1.5 km. Second,

the IFA Q2 profile does not exhibit a prominent double-peak structure, at least for the lOP

mean. There are times, however, when the IFA Q2 profiles do resemble those for the ITCZ

and Marshall Islands. An example is during a period of heavy rainfall on 11-17 December

(Fig. 7.2), just prior to the strong westerly wind burst at the end of December (Gutzler et

al. 1994, Kiladis et al. 1994). Averaged over this one-week period, Ql and Q2 are positive

everywhere and the peaks are displaced, indicative of deep convective activity (e.g., Yanai

et al. 1973). A double peak in Q2 is also present (through not very pronounced). Note

from Fig. 7.2 that both Ql and Q2 are considerably larger than QR (computed assuming

clear-sky conditions) during this convectively active period.

What, then, is the cause of the negative Q2 at low levels within the IFA averaged over

the entire lOP? To understand this behavior, we examine time series of Q2 for the entire

lOP. For the larger area, the OSA, Q2 is mostly positive throughout the troposphere, except

for several short periods in November and early December (Fig. 7.3). Since

(7.23)

where PT is the tropopause pressure and Ps is the surface pressure, then mostly positive Q2

iIIlplies t_~at Po _exceec!~ E7Q m_~f?~of~he time, Jndeed~this is true~exceptJor brief periods

in November and early December (Fig. 7.3). These results are not surprising considering

that the area of the OSA is large enough to encompass significant precipitating systems for

most of the lOP. In particular, the rainfall in this domain is heavy enough to produce a

net positive Q2 (net removal of water vapor) most of the time, implying a net transport of

water vapor into the OSA (Po> Eo) on most days during the lOP.
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Filtered 02 (Kjday) over IFA (daily average)
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In contrast, the time series of Q2 for the IFA shows frequent periods of negative values

(moistening), particularly in the lower troposphere (Fig. 7.4). Note, for example, the

strong moistening below 800 hPa during the last two weeks of December and the first

two weeks of February. These periods correspond to two primary westerly wind bursts

during COARE, as can be seen from the time series of the surface wind speed in the lower

panel. It is also evident from the lower panel that Eo is either approximately equal to

or exceeds Po during significant portions of these strong-wind periods. This behavior is

consistent with the apparent moistening (negative Q2 ) in the lowest 2 km in Fig. 7.4. As

will be seen, this apparent moistening is accomplished by mixed-layer turbulent transport

as well as transport by shallow cumulus clouds (e.g., as in the Atlantic tradewind belt;

Nitta and Esbensen 1974). However, whether or not these processes lead to an actual

moistening depends on the balance of competing effects, namely, subsidence and advection.

For example, the time series of relative humidity in Fig. 4.13a indicates drying at and just

above 800 hPa during the late-December westerly wind burst whereas moistening occurs

near this level during the first two weeks in February. The drying in the former case

appears to be related to dry intrusions into the Tropics from the Subtropics (Numaguti et

al. 1995, Yoneyama and Fujitani 1995; Mapes and Zuidema 1996), apparently associated

.with perturbations in the meridional wind that accompany mixed Rossby-gravity waves

(Numaguti et al. 1995). In the latter case drying effects are not as prominent and there is

a gradual moistening throughout the period.

The mean profiles of Q1 , Q2 , and QR for the two westerly wind bursts (27 December

3 January and 2-10 February) and an undisturbed period (14 November-5 December) are

presented in Fig. 7.5. The averages shown are for those times when Po < 3.5 mm day-1

(roughly the average evaporation rate during the lOP) in an attemDt to isolate periods

with predominantly nonprecipitating cumulus. For this thresholding, the averages in Fig.

7.5 represent 34 %, 67 %, and 50 % of the total six-hourly soundings for the December

January, February, and November-December cases, respectively. The patterns of Q1 and

Q2 are similar for all these periods: positive Q1 near the surface with negative values

above and negative Q2 below 500-700 hPa. Q1 and Q2 are both generally small above 700
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TOGA COARE IFA AVERAGE (27 Dec. to 3 Jan.)
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TOGA COARE IFA AVERAGE (2 Feb. to 10 Feb.)
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TOGA COARE IFA AVERAGE (14 Nov. to 5 Dec.)
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TRAOEWINO CUMULUS
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hPa, except in the December-January case near 300-400 hPa. These upper-level positive

values reflect the abundance of high clouds present during portions of this westerly wind

burst (Velden and Young 1994). The low-level profiles are qualitatively similar to those

determined by Nitta and Esbensen (1974) for undisturbed tradewind conditions during the

Barbados Oceanographic and Meteorological Experiment (BOMEX) (Fig. 7.6), except that

the levels of the maxima and minima differ from case to case. This probably suggests that

the equatorial western Pacific may act like the trade wind regime during both strong low

level winds associated with the IS0s and under undisturbed conditions. During the light

wind undisturbed period (14 November-5 December), both moistening and cooling peaks

are located at the same level (750 hPa), about 50 hPa higher than that for undisturbed

tradewind conditions in BOMEX (Fig. 7.6). This difference may be due to more active

shallow cumuli and a weaker (and slightly deeper) trade-wind inversion above a warmer

sea surface in the western Pacific than in the Atlantic. During the two westerly wind burst

periods, significant moistening in the lower part of the cloud layer (Figs. 7.5a and b) is an

indication of the prevalence of even shallower cumulus clouds than the light-wind period.

These contrasting cumulus regimes may be indicative of the two populations of tropical

cumuli proposed by Esbensen (1978). One type, referred to as "sub-inversion" cumulus

by Esbensen or ''forced'' cumulus by Stull (1985), are dynamically inactive clouds that are

principally a reflection of overshooting of mixed-layer eddies. These may be the prevalent

type of clouds during the high-wind periods (photographs of these clouds will be shown

later). Another type, "inversion-penetrating" cumulus (Esbensen 1978) or "active" cumulus

(Stull 1985), experience considerable buoyancy and growth due to latent heat release. This

type may predominate during the light-wind periods.

Assuming the vertical convergence of eddy heat flux is small, the profile of Ql -QR,

usually characterized in the cloud layer by a cooling aloft and a warming below, can be

explained by an excess of evaporation over condensation in the upper half of the cloud layer

and the reverse below. As confirmed in the diagnostic study of Nitta (1975), this behavior

occurs as cloud droplets, condensed in the lower part of the cloud layer, are carried aloft,

where they are detrained and evaporated (also see Betts 1975). The pronounced moistening
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in the upper part of the cloud layer is consistent with this explanation. The cloud and

subcloud layers are closely coupled because it is the surface evaporation which provides the

source for the moistening of the entire layer. For the steady-state tradewind boundary, this

convective moistening is offset by subsidence drying. In our TOGA COARE cases, Ql -QR

values, although positive most of the times (except the February case), do show minima

in the upper part of the cloud layer. The positive values of Ql -QR in .the upper part of

the cloud layer are due to two possible reasons: (1) there might be a mixture of convective

regimes, especially some deep convective cells; (2) the vertical convergence of eddy heat

flux might not be small in the cloud layers (LeMone, personal communication). Positive

values of Ql - QR in the subcloud layer (where c and e are zero) are from (7.1) consistent

with a heat flux in the mixed layer that decreases with height (e.g., LeMone and Pennell

1976).

7.4 Diagnostic model results

7.4.1 Late-Decemberjearly-January westerly wind burst

Profiles of saturation moist static energy h* and moist static energy at cloud-top level

hD for the period 27 December-3 January are shown in Fig. 7.7. Evidence of a weak trade

inversion can be seen in a ",lOD-hPa layer centered near 800 hPa where h* increases with

height. While this inversion is not nearly as strong as the trade inversion during undisturbed

periods in the western Atlantic BOMEX region (Nitta and Esbenson 1974, Fig. 4 upper

panel; Nitta 1975, Fig. 4), it does resemble those observed during disturbed periods of the

Atlantic trades (Nitta and Esbenson 1974, Fig. 4 lower panel; Nitta 1975, Figs. 10 and

14):-whiiethe-irfversion -inf'-ig:-1:1-is relatively weak,-it-is-awarently stin.of-.sufficient

strength to retard the growth of cumulus clouds and lead to a trade-like cumulus population

over the warm pool (Schubert et al. 1995; Mapes and Zuidema 1996; Johnson et al. 1996).

Compared to other periods of the lOP, the inversion near 800 hPa is particularly strong

during the late-December westerly wind burst.
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westerly wind burst.
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Figure 7.8: A photograph taken from the R/V Vickers (2.1°S 156.3°E) around 0100 UTe
on 26 December 1992 (Courtesy Tom Rickenbach). The photograph shows shallow cumulus
with tops near 2-2.5 km (assuming a cloud base of ""0.5 km) and higher clouds above.
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During the 27 December-3 January period, average precipitation over the IFA was

light « 6 mm day-I, Fig. 7.4) as a consequence of extreme vertical wind shear and low

to midtropospheric drying (Lin and Johnson 1996a). Apart from the abundant mid- and

high-level clouds present early in this period (Velden and Young 1994) the predominant

cloud type was shallow cumulus, as illustrated in the photograph (Fig. 7.8) from the R/V

Vickers at 2.1°S 156.3°E on 26 December (one day prior to period of study).

Evidence of this shallow cloud field can be seen in the profiles of mass fluxes, entrain

ment € and detrainment TJ averaged over the 27 December-3 January period (Fig. 7.9).

Large values of cloud environmental mass flux, Me and M can be seen below 900 hPa with

the mean mass flux M being a small residual. Entrainment and detrainment both peak

near cloud base, but there are secondary peaks between 750 and 820 hPa where clouds lose

their buoyancy near the trade inversion. This result is clear evidence of an active tradewind

like cumulus field during the westerly wind bursts. These findings are very similar to the

BOMEX tradewind results of Nitta (1975), except that the detrainment peak for this west

erly wind burst over the western Pacific warm pool extends slightly above the inversion

whereas the Atlantic peaks (at least for two out of the three cases presented by Nitta) are

slightly below. This difference may be a consequence of the much-weaker inversion over the

warm pool, which allows for greater cloud-top overshooting and some detrainment above

the inversion.

The heat and moisture balances (Fig. 7.10) show cooling and moistening due to evap

oration of detrained cloud water (-LEu) near cloud top or 800 hPa. Detrainment of heat

or <5(su - 8) (which is a cooling effect in this case since the virtual temperature excess

at cloud base is assumed to be zero) is important in the lowest 50-100 hPa of the cloud

layer. These detrainment cooling effect;!; are.Qffsetby subsidence warming {-Mcosj8p).

Detrainment of water vapor 8(qu - q) is an important moistening effect near cloud base and

cloud top. The combined detrainment moistening effects are offset by subsidence drying

(LMe8q/8p). These heat and moisture balance results are qualitatively similar to those of

Nitta (1975) and Nitta and So (1980) for other cumulus regimes. They most closely resemble

Nitta's (1975) MONEX Periods 2 and 3 when the trades were disrupted by an upper-level
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Figure 7.10: (a) Heat and (b) moisture balances for 27 December-3 January westerly wind
burst.
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trough and an organized cloud cluster, respectively (Nitta's Figs. 13 and 19). During these

BOMEX disturbed periods, the trade inversion weakened considerably and some deep con

vection coexisted with trade cumulus, much as was observed during the COARE westerly

wind bursts.

7.4.2 Early-February westerly wind burst

2 Feb.-10 Feb.
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Figure 7.11: As in Fig. 7.7, except for 2-10 February westerly wind burst.
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Figure 7.12: A photograph taken from the R/V Vickers (2.1°9 156.3°E) in the evening of
6, 7 or 8 February 1992 (Courtesy Rob Cifelli). The photograph shows shallow cumulus
with tops near 1.5 km (assuming a cloud base of "'0.5 km).
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Mean profiles of h* and hD for the period 2-10 February are shown in Fig. 7.1l.

Evidence of a trade inversion again appears near 800 hPa, but it is slightly weaker than

during the first westerly wind burst (cf Fig. 7.7). Another photograph from the R/V Vickers

during the February period illustrates the prevalence of shallow clouds (Fig. 7.12). The

mass fluxes, entrainment and detrainment profiles (Fig. 7.13) are similar to those before

with a secondary peak in detrainment between 800 and 850 hPa. The detrainment peak is a

bit weaker than during the December-January period owing to the slightly weaker inversion.

As before, the heat balance (Fig. 7.14) is characterized by cooling effects associated with

detrainment (and evaporation) of liquid water and cooler cloudy air offset by subsidence

warming. For the moisture balance, moistening from the detrainment of water vapor and

evaporation of detrained liquid water are offset by subsidence drying.

For the February westerly wind burst period, there is a peak in low-level moistening

(negative Q2 ) near 900 hPa (Fig. 7.5), as opposed to a very prominent peak near 800 hPa

characteristic of the undisturbed Atlantic trades (Nitta and Esbensen 1974, Nitta 1975).

The December-January burst has multiple negative Q2 peaks between 950 and 700 hPa.

From Figs. 7.10 and 7.14, these peaks over the warm pool are principally contributed by

detrainment of water vapor from updrafts, which is a maximum at lower levels. On the other

hand, the undisturbed Atlantic tradewind results show very strong detrainment in the upper

part of the cloud layer or near cloud top (Nitta 1975, Figs. 7 and 9). Perhaps the explanation

for the different behavior between the undisturbed Atlantic trades and the Pacific westerly

wind burst regime is related to strength of the trade stable layer. Specifically, this stable

layer is much weaker over the warm pool (note very weak inversions in h* in Figs. 7.7 and

7.11) such that cumulus detrain less near the warm-pool inversion than in the undisturbed

tradewind regime and often penetrate to higher levels (e.g., Williams et al. 1996). However,

when the Atlantic trade inversion weakens (e.g., Periods 2 and 3 of Nitta 1975) similar deep

convection can occur there and the two regimes are not tha,t distinct.

7.4.3 November-early December undisturbed period

As discussed in Chapter 5, the period between 14 November and 5 December was

characterized by light surface winds and clear skys. Deep convection was generally absent
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over the IFA. A photograph from the Xiangyanghong #5 during this period (Fig. 7.15)

clearly shows towering cumulus extending to near the top of the trade stable layer (about

2.5 km) with some evidence of spreading and detrainment near that level (e.g., as in Malkus

1954). The deeper clouds resemble the "inversion-penetrating" cumulus of Esbensen (1978)

or "active" cumulus of Stull (1985). Mean profiles of h* and hD for the undisturbed phase

of the ISO are shown in Fig. 7.16. A trade inversion, again, can be seen in a 90-hPa

layer between 750 and 840 hPa. Not only the trade inversion is much weaker, but also

the inversion layer is higher than those during the December-early January and February

westerly wind bursts. In addition, below the trade wind inversion, moist static energy at

cloud-top level hD during the undisturbed period is about 1 K higher than those during

two westerly wind bursts. These features are consistent with the Ql and Q2 profiles which

indicate a generally more active shallow cumulus and weaker tradewind inversion above a

warmer sea surface during the undisturbed period.

The mass fluxes, entrainment and detrainment profiles (Fig. 7.17), as well as the heat

and moisture balances (Fig. 7.18) arE! again similar to those during the westerly wind

bursts. The strength of surface winds does not appear to significantly affect the cloud

spectral model results, although the development of shallow cumuli during the westerly

wind burst events may ultimately be related to the enhanced surface evaporation.

7.4.4 Discussion

The above results for both the westerly wind burst and suppressed, light-wind periods

indicate that trade-like cumulus regimes are prevalent over the equatorial western Pacific

during the nonprecipitating phases of the 30-60 day intraseasonal oscillation. These findings

are consistent with other recent studies (Schubert et al. 1995; Mapes and Zuidema 1996;

Johnson et al. 1996) which .ghow trade-stable layers to be commonplace over the equatorial

Pacific. Distinctions exist, however, between the shallow cumuli during light- and strong

wind periods. When winds are strong, there is considerable moistening (negative Q2 ) in

the lower part of the cloud layer (Figs. 7.5a and b) where detrainment rates are large

(particularly during the December-January burst), presumably in association with many

"sub-inversion" or ''forced'' cumuli that represent upward extensions of boundary-layer
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Figure 7.15: A photograph taken from the Xiangyanghong #5 (2.0°8 155.8°E) on 21 Novem
ber 1992). The photograph shows shallow cumulus with tops near 2-2.5 km (assuming a
cloud base of "'0.5 km).
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turbulence (Esbensen 1978; Stull 1985). When winds are light, the cumulus are "active"

and extend to a somewhat higher level (as does the trade stable layer), aided by the slightly

higher SSTs during light-wind conditions. The profiles of Q2 during this period shows a

peak in the upper part of the cloud layer (Fig. 7.5c), much like the Atlantic trade-wind

regime (Nitta and Esbensen 1974).

7.5 Summary

Sounding data taken during TOGA COARE reveal a wide range of spatial and temporal

variability in the atmospheric heat and moisture budgets. During periods of deep convec

tion, the vertical profiles of the apparent heat source Q1 and apparent moisture sink Q2

over the IFA very closely resemble those diagnosed elsewhere in the western Pacific ITCZ

regions (e.g., 'Nitta 1972, Yanai et al. 1973). These profiles are also similar to the four

month mean Q1 and Q2 profiles for the extensive area represented by the OSA. However,

over the smaller IFA area and on shorter time scales (weeks) the mean Q1 and Q2 profiles

are strikingly different. In particular, during westerly wind bursts and the undisturbed

.phase of the ISO, these profiles are characterized by negative Q1 and Q2 for a major part

of the lowest 2 km. These profiles closely resemble those observed in tradewind cumulus

regime of the western Atlantic (Nitta and Esbensen 1974, Nitta 1975) and the convective

mixed layer over the East China Sea during cold-air outbreaks (Nitta and So 1980).

However, there are noticeable differences in the shallow cumulus between the strong

and light-wind periods. When winds are strong, there is greater moistening (negative Q2 )

near cloud base in association with "sub-inversion" (Esbensen 1978) or "forced" (Stull 1985)

.type cumuli that are in part a manifestation of overshooting boundary-layer eddies. When

winds are light, the cumulus are slightly deeper ("inversion-penetrating" after Esbensen

1978 or "active" after Stull 1985) and the moistening peaks in the upper part of the cloud

layer (similar to the Atlantic trades, Nitta and Esbensen 1974). Higher SST (by 1 K) and

weaker wind shear during the latter period likely contribute to the more active cumuli at

that time.
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The cloud spectral diagnostic method of Ogura and Cho (1973) and Nitta (1975) has

been applied to the study of the shallow cumulus fields during two westerly wind burst

periods, 27 December-3 January and 2-10 February, and a suppressed, light-wind period,

14 November-5 December. Computed profiles of mass fluxes, entrainment, detrainment and

heat and moisture balances all resemble those for the western Atlantic trades (particularly

the somewhat disturbed trades, Nitta 1975) during these periods. This findings leads to the

conclusion that the equatorial western Pacific warm pool boundary layer develops tradewind

like characteristics with abundant shallow cumulus during both westerly wind bursts and

suppressed, light-wind periods and these episodic ''trade-like'' regimes are prominent enough

to impact the seasonal (lOP-mean) distributions of boundary-layer heating and moistening.



Chapter 8

SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK

8.1 Swnmary

In order to gain a clear understanding of global climate change, the ENSO phe

nomenon, and the intraseasonal variability of the coupled atmosphere-ocean system, the

TOGA COARE experiment was designed to obtain a better specification of the coupling of

the ocean and the atmosphere over the tropical western Pacific (Webster and Lukas 1992).

In this study, a four-month gridded dataset over the western Pacific warm pool has been

generated based on the TOGA COARE rawinsonde data, using the Barnes objective ana

lysis scheme (Chapter 3). This gridded dataset was carefully compared with ECMWF and

NCEP operational model analyses. In addition, many other data from satellites, buoys,

and ships have also been analyzed, to study multiscale variabilities in connection with the

intraseasonaloscillations. These datasets form the base for diagnostic analyses presented

in this dissertation, and they are expected to be useful for later observational, theoretical

and modeling studies of tropical ocean and atmosphere.

In Chapters 4 and 5, we documented the basic kinematic and thermodynamic features

of the atmosphere over the warm pool at different temporal and spatial scales. A descript

ive model of a large-scale westerly wind burst-w.as.pmposed.Distributions of <:onvective

heating, moistening, precipitation, and evaporation were investigated. The behavior of the

atmosphere and the response of the ocean surface before, during, and after the passages

of westerly wind bursts were examined based on various data from rawinsonde, buoys,

satellites, Doppler radar, to operational models.
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One of achievements of this study is an investigation of the phase relationship among

the ISO-related disturbances, surface heat fluxes, SSTs, and westerly winds. The results

of this effort can be used to validate ISO theories and model results. Three prominent

westerly wind bursts associated with the ISOs occurred over the IFA during the four-month

lOP. COARE data reveal that the vertical wind shear (more than 50 m S-I) and the vertical

extent of westerlies during the peak westerly wind bursts were far greater than previously

recognized. Heavy precipitation usually fell 1 to 3 weeks prior to the peak westerly wind

bursts. Subsidence dominated when strong westerly winds prevailed. The tropospheric

vertical wind shear associated with tropical low-frequency oscillations strongly modulated

convective heating and moistening. SSTs reached their maximum during the undisturbed

phase of the ISOs. They gradually decreased as convection intensified, and reached their

minimum during the periods of peak westerly winds, when deep convection was generally

suppressed over the IFA.

The mean low-level equatorial flow over the western Pacific was westerly, interrupted

occasionally by brief periods of easterly flow. The perturbation westerlies to the west of

the disturbance associated with the ISO were usually stronger than the perturbation winds

to the east. Maximum surface latent heat flux usually occurred during the peak westerlies,

whereas the surface sensible heat flux peaked prior to the strongest westerlies. This evidence

contradicts the WISHE mechanism (Emanuel 1987; Neelin et al. 1987; Yano and Emanuel

1991), previously used to explain the maintenance and eastward propagation of the ISOs.

IR data for the four-month lOP and vertical motion fields indicate that the intensity of

convection, height of maximum upward motion, and SST all increased from west (1400 E)

to east across the COARE domain. lOP-mean IR data show a double-ITCZ structure north

and south of the-IFA, although marked variability in the patterns occurred on a month-to

month basis.

The lOP-mean divergence profile over the IFA shows a very weak divergence near the

surface and weak convergence at middle and low levels. The ITCZ-band divergence profiles

show strong low-level convergence from the surface to about 700 hPa. The striking difference

between the divergence profiles along the equator over the IFA and those north and south in
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the ITCZ bands suggests that although the divergence and vertical motion profiles tend to

look alike whenever and wherever the convection is strong, great care should be exercised

in generalizing divergence and vertical motion profiles from one region to another over the

western Pacific warm pool.

Correlations between cold clouds and vertical motion indicate that cold clouds are a

good indicator of upper-level upward vertical motion, but not low-level vertical motion. In a

significant number of cases, low-level downward motion occurred under very cold cloud tops

over the warm pool, indicating extensive optically-thick anvil cloud and non-precipitating

high cirrus are a common occurrence over the warm pool.

The lOP-mean relative humidity profile over the IFA shows a primary peak at low

levels at the top of the mixed layer and a secondary peak near 550 hPa (near the O°C level).

The secondary peak is not present in either ECMWF or NCEP operational analyses, and

the midtroposphere is much dryer in the two model-assimilated results.

Surface latent heat fluxes were positively correlated with surface wind speed and varied

between 50 and 100 W m-2 during light winds to more than 200 W m-2 during strong

westerly wind bursts. Surface sensible heat fluxes, however, did not follow the pattern of

surface wind speed and usually peaked during organized deep convection over the IFA.

lOP-mean evaporation and sensible heat flux over the LSA were obtained by adjusting

the ECMWF fields toward buoy estimates over the IFA. These values were then used to

determine lOP-mean rainfall distribution over the LSA from the moisture budget. The res

ults generally compare well with two satellite remote sensing estimations (SSM/I retrievals

and GPI), and the ECMWF model forecast. All four methods indicate an east-west zone of

minimal rainfall along the equator. Two heavy rainfall bands coinciding with the double

ITCZ structure were l<?<:a:~ed north and south of th~ ~lla..tor. The IFA was mainly located

within the minimum rainfall band. Budget-diagnosed rainfall rates over the IFA agree with

SSM/I retrievals, but the GPI values are excessive, particularly at times of extensive cirrus.

Comparison of the apparent heat source Ql profiles suggests that the long-term mean

heating rates over the warm pool have large positive values at all levels of the atmosphere

and peak between 400 and 450 hPa. In contrast, the apparent moisture sink Q2 profiles
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show distinctly different features over the warm pool. Positive values (indicating drying)

exist in the ITCZ bands north and south of the IFA. However, low-level moistening is evident

in the profiles over the IFA, probably due to strong evaporation and upward transport of

moisture by shallow cumuli during high winds.

In Chapter 6, we investigated diurnal variability of the atmosphere and ocean surface

during undisturbed and disturbed phases of the ISOs, nam~ly dear-sky, light-wind, and

cloudy-sky, strong-wind conditions. Popcorn-type precipitating cells usually developed over

the warm pool in the afternoon in response to strong surface heating under clear-sky, calm

wind condition. The diurnal variation in rainfall is similar to the summer diurnal cycle over

continents. The precipitating cells were suppressed from late night to early morning, and

detrainment from large populations of shallow cumulus clouds tended to moisten middle and

lower troposphere, providing a favorable environment for ISO-related deep convection to

occur later. Under cloudy-sky, strong-wind condition, diurnal variability in SST was greatly

diminished. Organized deep convection tended to occur frequently during the night and

rainfall usually had a maximum in the early morning, similar to many previous observational

and modeling results.

During westerly wind bursts and the undisturbed phase of the ISO, heating and

moistening profiles are characterized by negative Ql and Q2 over the IFA for a major

part of the lowest 2 km. These profiles closely resembled those observed in tradewind cu

mulus regime. In Chapter 7, we tried to further determine populations of shallow cumulus

cloud and other cloud properties based on a diagnostic spectral model. Computed profiles

of mass fluxes, entrainment, detrainment and heat and moisture balances all resemble those

for the western Atlantic trades (particularly the somewhat disturbed trades, Nitta 1975),

indicating that the western Pacific warm pool boundary layer can develop tradewind-like

characteristics with abundant shallow cumulus during suppressed and undisturbed periods

(which may be frequent outside of ITCZ). These episodic trade-like regimes are prominent

enough to impact the seasonal distributions of boundary-layer heating and moistening.

8.2 Future work
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8.2.1 Diagnose the effect of a midlevel stable layer

Besides the wide existence of a trade wind stable layer over the warm pool, a midlevel

stable layer can be frequently observed near the O°C level. Johnson et al. (1996) have

recently investigated this feature and related it to melting in precipitating systems. They

noticed that the stable layers near the O°C level can affect tropical cloud populations. Con

vection impinging upon or penetrating the stable layers may detrain significantly near the

O°C level, thereby contributing to perturbations in the moisture profile there. Interestingly,

preliminary cloud spectral results from TOGA COARE data indicate moderate mass de

trainment rates near the DOC level in some of the analyzed cases. Similar features can also

be found in studies of tropical eastern Atlantic (e.g., Nitta 1975), but they generally received

no attention. The effect of the midlevel stable layer will be further studied by determining

the large-scale heat and moisture balances under different conditions associated with the

ISO.

8.2.2 Compare and validate modeling results

The 4-month TOGA COARE data are much better than the GATE data because of the

additional detailed information on surface fluxes, SSTs, and the ocean mixed layer. This

information, along with rawinsonde, satellite and radar data, provide a unique opportunity

to better understand the large-scale effects of organized cloud systems, as well as the mech

anisms of tropical low-frequency oscillations. The IFA-mean vertical profiles and various

time series from observations have been provided to several modeling groups to force cloud

resolving models and single column models, and to validate the model results. The prelim

inary model results are very encouraging. I hope to be able to use both observation and

modeling approaches to investigate how cumulus convection, radiation, organiziIlg effect of

vertical wind shear, and other related processes can be more physically parameterized in

weather prediction and climate models.
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